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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

We are in instructed by Drayton Farms Limited in respect of their land situated immediately east of Reepham 

Road and north of Arden Grove Infant and Nursery School in Hellesdon. The draft local plan allocates 11.9 

hectares of their land for recreational open space (GNLP1019/HEL4). The plan is not specific as to the precise 

anticipated function of the open space. 

As demonstrated by our submissions made to the Reg 18C plan and to this Regulation 19 Plan the allocation 

of the site as recreational open space has not been justified with any relevant, up to date or proportionate 

evidence. The process of assessment has also failed to consider the potential allocation and delivery of 

recreational open space on reasonable alternative sites. This lack of justification and consideration of 

reasonable alternative sites is contrary to paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 

Reference to the site and its allocation in the GNDP’s assessment process and the stated reason for allocation 

does nothing more than confirm that it was allocated previously in the Broadland Local Plan 2016.  

“this site was allocated in the 2016 Broadland Local Plan and it is intended to carry this allocation 

forward, recognising the public benefit in providing informal open space. Site GNLP1019 seeks 

to maintain this allocation for recreational open space in the local plan to 2038.” (Accompanying 

text to policy GNLP1019) 

Not only is there no new evidence to support the allocation of GNLP1019 in the GNLP, the simple reference 

to the allocation being carried forward from the Broadland Local Plan 2016 highlights the out of date and 

obsolete nature of evidence and the GNDP’s failure to consider the wider opportunities to provide a holistic 

approach to the way place can support active lifestyles. 

Part (4.9 hectares) of the 11.9 hectare site has already been leased by Drayton Farms Limited to Hellesdon 

Parish Council The site has been grassed and fenced only and is now known as Cottingham Park. The 

remaining part of the site remains in active agricultural use.  

Since the adoption of the previous Broadland Local Plan substantial additional formal and informal recreational 

open space has been provided and is committed to be provided in Greater Norwich, much of it with easy 

access from Hellesdon. This includes:  

• 4.9 hectares of Cottingham Park in Hellesdon (part of GNLP1019); 

• 15.45 hectares of the now under construction residential led development at Royal Norwich 

Golf Club in Hellesdon; 

• Extensive recreational facilities at The Nest immediately to the north of Hellesdon; 

• Additional countryside green footpath links to the north including extensive pedestrian and 

cycle routes associated with the Broadland Northway and with development of land in 

Drayton on the same landowner’s ownership.  
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• The North West Woodland Country Park in the adjacent parish of Horsford. 

We recommend that the current draft allocation GNLP1019 is deleted due to its complete lack of justification. 

We also recommend that further consideration is given to the allocation of sites GNLP0332R and GNLP0334R 

for housing development together with the extensive areas of recreational open space indicated in the 

landowner’s Illustrative Framework submitted with representations made in relation to GNLP0332R and 

GNLP0334R. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 We are in instructed by Drayton Farms Limited in respect of their land situated immediately east of 

Reepham Road and north of Arden Grove Infant and Nursery School in Hellesdon. The draft local plan 

allocates 11.9 hectares of their land for recreational open space (GNLP1019/HEL4). 

1.2 As demonstrated by our submissions made to the Reg 18C plan and to this Regulation 19 Plan the 

allocation of the site as recreational open space has not been justified with any relevant, up to date or 

proportionate evidence, contrary to paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).  

2 DRAFT POLICY  

2.1 The publication plan seeks to allocate a site of 11.9 hectares for recreational open space with an 

associated requirement to provide access to Reepham Road together with a footway along the north 

east side of Reepham Road and extended street lighting. 

“Policy GNLP1019 

Land northeast of Reepham Road, Hellesdon (appox. 11.9 ha) is allocated for recreational 

open space. 

The development will be expected to address the following specific matters: 

1. Access onto Reepham Road. 

2. Off-site requirements may include footway along the north-east side of Reepham Road, 

extended street lighting to a point 100m west of the entrance, and increased pedestrian 

access from surrounding areas. 

3. Norfolk Minerals and Waste Core Strategy Policy CS16 applies, as this site is underlain 

by safeguarded minerals resources. The benefits of extracting the minerals, if feasible, 

will be taken into consideration.” 

2.2 The accompanying text to policy HEL4/GNLP1019 explains:  

“this site was allocated in the 2016 Broadland Local Plan and it is intended to carry this allocation 

forward, recognising the public benefit in providing informal open space. Site GNLP1019 seeks 

to maintain this allocation for recreational open space in the local plan to 2038.” 

3 ON SITE CIRCUMSTANCES 

3.1 Following discussions between Hellesdon Parish Council and Drayton Farms Ltd, the landowner 

agreed to lease 4.9 hectares of this site to Hellesdon Parish Council for use as recreational open 

space. The lease is dated 6 November 2013 and is for a period of 100 years. The lease contains a 

clause which enables the landowner to determine the term and substitute the lease for a Suitable 

Alternative Premises. 
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3.2 In the meantime, the site has been laid down to grass and fenced and is now known as Cottingham 

Park. It appears to be used for informal recreation only and has not been laid out for any formal sports 

activity. Access to the space is via Arden Grove. Cottingham Park is situated immediately to the west 

of another area of land (1.4 hectares) previously leased by Drayton Farms Limited for the purposes of 

allotments.  

3.3 For the avoidance of doubt, the landowner has not expressed any intention to remove the existing 

open space other than in relevant circumstances and in accordance with the lease. If such 

circumstances materialised, the open space would be retained, replaced, improved or a combination 

of all both on the existing site and elsewhere within the development as indicated on the Illustrative 

Framework Plan which accompanies representations on GNLP0332R. 

4 LACK OF UP TO DATE RELEVANT EVIDENCE 

4.1 The allocation is not supported by relevant, up to date and proportionate evidence and is therefore not 

justified in accordance with paragraph 35 and 36 of the NPPF. 

4.2 We can find only vague and unspecific references to infrastructure requirements in various documents 

within the evidence suite associated with the publication draft local plan but none assist in explaining 

the need for or suitability of GNLP1019 as recreational open space in the current circumstances or in 

the plan period. 

4.3 The Infrastructure Needs Report (INR) summarises the needs for libraries, community centres, sports 

and leisure facilities. In relation to sport and leisure facilities the report refers to the Greater Norwich 

Sports Facility Strategy 2015 and its conclusions on demand increases only for sports halls and 

swimming pools. On page 40 of the INR we are informed that the GNDP is “awaiting findings of the 

Greater Norwich Sports Facility Strategy which is currently being reviewed.”  

4.4 The INR considers the value of green infrastructure as defined in the Greater Norwich Green 

Infrastructure Strategy 2007. 

“the multi-functional network of green spaces and interconnecting green corridors in urban areas, 

the countryside in and around towns and rural settlements, and in the wider countryside. Green 

Infrastructure is a natural life support system providing benefits for people and wildlife. It 

encompasses ‘natural green spaces’ (colonised by plants and animals and dominated by natural 

processes) and manmade ‘managed green spaces’ (urban parks and designed historic 

landscapes), as well as their many connections (footpaths, cycleways, green corridors, and 

waterways). The provision of publicly accessible natural green space is a vital component in 

securing benefits for communities where this can be balanced with the needs of private 

landowners and biodiversity conservation objectives.” 
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4.5 The INR also references the Greater Norwich Green Infrastructure Study 2020. 

4.6 The Greater Norwich Green Infrastructure Study December 2020 notes on page 29 in its assessment 

of the GNLP1019 site: 

“Site on existing arable land at the northern edge of Hellesdon. A local GI corridor runs along the 

tree belt to the west of the site boarding Reepham Road. Otherwise, habitat links are limited.” 

4.7 This study makes no attempt to identify the need for informal recreational open space in the plan area.  

4.8 Faced with no evidence to support allocation GNLP1019 we turn to the methodology used by the 

GNDP to assess the suitability of reasonable alternative sites. The GNDP has used a site assessment 

process methodology to consider possible sites for allocation although the sites considered under the 

Site Assessment Process Methodology (SAPM) are largely related to housing and employment uses 

and are based on the original Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (HELAA). As a 

non-residential or non-employment site, GNLP1019 commences its assessment at stage 4 of the site 

assessment process. As detailed in the Non-Residential Assessment Booklet for Hellesdon the 

purpose of stage 4 is outlined as: 

“In this section sites are compared against each other with regard to the form and character of 

the settlements in the cluster and the relationship between them. The emerging spatial strategy 

and current commitments will also be considered. A conclusion is drawn on the suitability of sites 

to be shortlisted for further consideration using constraints identified in the HELAA, consultation 

comments and school capacity and accessibility information.” 

4.9 The explanation contained in the text of stage 4 for GNLP1019 provides no discussion of why the site 

has been deemed suitable or necessary. The text simply states: 

“this site is the same as the existing allocation HEL4 from the Broadland Local Plan. HEL4 is 

allocated for recreational open space. Site GNLP1019 seeks to maintain this allocation in the 

local plan 2038 and is therefore a preferred site.” 

4.10 Stages 5 and 6 of the SAPM offer no further enlightenment.  

4.11 In response to objections to GNLP1019 the Non-Residential Assessment Booklet for Hellesdon states 

at page 15: 

“Hellesdon has an identified need for open space, this is a carried forward site adopted through 

the 2016 Broadland Local Plan therefore no changes are proposed.”  

4.12 Given the lack of evidence prepared to support the allocation of the 11.9 hectare GNLP1019 in the 

publication local plan and the simple reference to the allocation being carried forward from 2016 

Broadland Local Plan, we are left with no option but to consider the evidence of the original allocation 

HEL4 in the 2016 Broadland Local Plan. We do so with the knowledge that since 2016 substantial 
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provision of additional recreational open space has been provided in the Greater Norwich area and 

particularly within easy reach of Hellesdon. This includes: 

• 4.9 hectares of Cottingham Park (part of GNLP1019); 

• 15.45 hectares of the now under construction residential led development at Royal Norwich 

Golf Club in Hellesdon; 

• Extensive recreational facilities at The Nest immediately to the north of Hellesdon; 

• Additional countryside green footpath links to the north including extensive pedestrian and 

cycle routes associated with the Broadland Northway and with development of land in 

Drayton on the same landowners’ ownership.  

• The North West Woodland Country Park. 

4.13 Although the Broadland Local Plan 2016 was not specific about the HEL4 site’s function, the plan’s 

support evidence largely focused on evidence contained in the Indoor Sports Facility and Playing Pitch 

Strategies covering Norwich City, South Norfolk and Broadland districts and both published in 2014. 

We have also been referred to this by officers of the GNDP. Neither document is part of the evidence 

base accompanying the GNLP. The absence of these documents as evidence to support draft 

allocations in the GNLP is not a surprise because both are accepted by the GNDP to be out of date 

and obsolete. It is a surprise that the GNLP is not supported by any independent update evidence 

covering playing pitches and a wider definition of recreational open space. It is also a surprise that the 

allocation of GNLP1019 is not supported by a consideration of reasonable alternative sites and options 

for delivery of recreational open space. 

4.14 We know these documents used to justify the allocation HEL 4 in the Broadland Local Plan 2016 are 

out of date and obsolete because the report presented to and approved by the Greater Norwich 

Growth Board (GNGB) on 24 September 2020 confirms this. The Board considered a report prepared 

by the Director of Place, Norwich City Council which recommended the commissioning of a Sport and 

Physical Activity Strategy (Appendix 1). The summary section of the report confirms: 

“The 2014 Indoor Sports Facility and Playing Pitch Strategy requires an update” 

4.15 In making reference to a diagnostic brief prepared by FMG Consulting following a commission from 

Sport England for the Greater Norwich Area, paragraph 1.1 of the report explains in more detail: 

“It [the Indoor Sports Facility and Playing Pitch Strategies] reflected mainly on a built facility 

approach to increasing participation in sports. Since then, there has been a significant shift in 

strategy undertaken by Sport England. The emphasis has changed significantly towards 

ensuring sport and physical activity focusses on outcomes that improve physical health and 

mental wellbeing, reduce inequalities, improve community and individual development and 
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supports economic development. In the context of facilities and planning, this necessitates a 

more holistic view of the way place supports active lifestyles. 

4.16 The report further states: 

“FMG’s report highlights the obsolete nature of the existing 2014 strategies, which would 

currently compromise the ability for Sport England to support future strategic sport and 

physical infrastructure enhancements, as well as limiting local stakeholders’ ability to make 

informed decisions on investments which support active lifestyles” (Paragraph 1.3) 

4.17 We understand that in September 2020, the anticipated timetable for completion of the new Greater 

Norwich Sport and Physical Activity Strategy was Autumn 2021, clearly after the completion of the 

assessment work related to allocations in the GNLP. This misalignment of tasks is disappointing given 

the wasted opportunities to identify, in the words of the GNDP report “a more holistic view of the way 

place supports active lifestyles” and the statement at paragraph 6.2 of the FMG report (ninth bullet 

point): 

“The resulting strategy will be crucial in informing future Development Management Policies 

(to be updated in 2021, supporting the emerging Greater Norwich Local Plan which is planned 

to be adopted in autumn 2022)…..” 

4.18 The irony and disappointment of the GNLP approach to simply re-confirm an allocation based on 

accepted out of date evidence is that the site of which GNLP1019 is part (site GNLP0332R) presents 

the opportunity to deliver the larger-scale holistic form of place to support the very outcomes and 

objectives of improved physical health and mental wellbeing, reduced inequalities, improved 

community and individual development and supported economic development contained in the Sport 

England strategy. If incorporated into a wider place-making strategy for sites GNLP0332R and 

GNLP0334R, the provision of appropriate and extensive open spaces integrated into the place and 

linking existing and future communities to the wider countryside and sports facilities at The Nest could 

be achieved.  

4.19 The lack of the plan’s consideration of how sites GNLP0332R and GNLP0334R might integrate and 

deliver a form of recreational open space which complies with Sport England’s strategy emphasises 

a further failure of the local plan to consider reasonable alternatives to the unjustified by evidence 

carrying forward of the previous unimplemented allocation HEL4. This provides further confirmation 

of the plan’s unsoundness in relation to paragraph 35 of the Framework. 

5 RECOMMENDED REMEDY  

5.1 We recommend that the current draft allocation GNLP 1019 is deleted due to its complete lack of 

justification. We also recommend that further consideration is given to the allocation of sites 

GNLP0332R and GNLP0334R for housing development together with the extensive areas of 
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recreational open space indicated in the landowner’s Illustrative Framework attached to the separate 

representations on GNLP 0332R and GNLP0334R. 
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Greater Norwich Growth Board 
24 09 2020 
Item No 5             

Greater Norwich Sport and Physical Activity Strategy 
Graham Nelson, Director of Place, Norwich City Council 

Summary 
The 2014 indoor Sports Facility and Playing Pitch Strategy requires an update. An initial 
scoping exercise has been undertaken which concluded that the scope of the work should be 
developed beyond an assessment of built sports facilities, taking a more holistic approach. One 
that also considers the wider outcomes of improving physical heath, mental wellbeing, reducing 
inequalities, improving community cohesion whilst supporting the need for Active Travel 
solutions following the Covid-19 outbreak. 

Recommendations 

(i) Note the increased scope that is required to develop a Sport and Physical Activity
Strategy.

(ii) Agree for the Greater Norwich Sport and Physical Activity Strategy to be delivered, giving
delegated authority to the Infrastructure Delivery Board to oversee its progress.

(iii) Agree a contribution of £50,000 as match funding for the strategy. (as detailed in 4.2)

1. Introduction

1.1 The Indoor Sports Facility and Playing Pitch Strategies covering Norwich City, South 
Norfolk and Broadland district councils was published in 2014. It reflected mainly on a 
built facility approach to increasing participation in sports. Since then, there has been 
a significant shift in strategy undertaken by Sport England. The emphasis has 
changed significantly towards ensuring sport and physical activity focusses on 
outcomes that improve physical health and mental wellbeing, reduce inequalities, 
improve community and individual development and supports economic development. 
In the context of facilities and planning, this necessitates a more holistic view of the 
way place supports active lifestyles. 

1.2 Sport England commissioned FMG Consulting to conduct a diagnostic brief for 
Greater Norwich which was conducted Feb-May 20. This consisted of a document 
review and meetings with Council contacts, providing a gap analysis of current work 
against best practice described in Sport England’s Strategic Outcomes Planning 
Guidance (SOPG) process. The reports provided are included within the Appendix:   

• Appendix 1 is the Scoping Exercise Report which sets out a summary of the
Councils’ current ‘state of play’ and a roadmap for the way forward.

• Appendix 2 is the Strategy Specification for the recommended future work
required.

• Appendix 3 is a review of each council’s relevant policies and strategies.

1.3 FMG’s report highlights the obsolete nature of the existing 2014 strategies, which 
would currently compromise the ability for Sport England to support future strategic 
sport and physical activity infrastructure enhancements, as well as limiting local 
stakeholders’ ability to make informed decisions on investments which support active 
lifestyles. The recommendations of the diagnostic review are listed on pg18 of 
Appendix 1. The aim is to develop a new strategy that will cross departments and 
agendas, aligning priority outcomes with facilities and service interventions. These will 
collectively contribute to delivering key strategic objectives and support wider local 
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priorities. The work will be insight led, involve significant community engagement and 
will set key performance targets across partners. 

  

2. Response to the Covid-19 outbreak 

2.1 Please note that the scoping exercise (Appendix 3) commenced prior to the Covid-19 
outbreak. Greater Norwich partners have more recently been working together to 
support the recovery from the pandemic and a number of the policies and strategies 
reviewed within Appendix 3 have already been superseded; The LEPs Economic 
Recovery Restart Plan, NCCs Norfolk Delivery Plan, the newly launched Building for a 
Healthy Life code, new higher standards for cycling infrastructure, review of the NCC 
Walking and Cycling Strategy plus the emerging planning reforms together show the 
move to support the development of Active Travel solutions.  

2.2 This fast-changing environment does not undermine the conclusions of FMGs report, 
rather it highlights the urgent necessity for the strategy to increase scope and adapt its 
approach, developing a Sport and Physical Activity Strategy that supports the Covid-
19 recovery whilst providing an evidence of need that will inform future investment.  

  

3. 
 
3.1 

Greater Norwich Local Plan 
 
Whilst the timing of this strategy work will not directly inform the site allocations 
policies within the emerging Greater Norwich Local Plan, Sport England’s Strategic 
Outcomes Planning Guidance will assist the Greater Norwich Authorities to prepare a 
vision and strategy, which will help inform future production of Supplementary 
Planning Documents and planning decisions. Once developed, the Sport and Physical 
Activity Strategy will become a fundamental influence in shaping the Development 
Management Policies, which are due to be updated in 2021 

3.2 MHCLGs Planning for the Future White paper published last month is setting the 
scene for changes to the planning system. It states: Local Plans should set clear rules 
rather than general policies for development. We will set out general development 
management policies nationally, with a more focused role for Local Plans in identifying 
site- and area-specific requirements, alongside locally produced design codes. 1 One 
of the thrusts of the current white paper consultation is about more effective use of 
‘data’ and the creation of better places. This study shall provide better data about what 
facilities are needed and where (which could inform area-specific requirements), but 
also in terms of better connectivity and safe, attractive environments that promote 
more active lifestyles and better physical and mental health. 

3.3 Progressing this strategy will enable Greater Norwich to clearly identify what and 
where facilities are needed and could help inform area- specific requirements and 
provide better evidence to make more informed funding decisions, the allocation of 
pooled CIL, and to access other funding sources 

  

4. 
4.1 

Funding 
FMG consulting have estimated that the strategy work would require a budget 
provision in the region of £100,000 plus VAT. Initial talks are underway with Sport 
England to secure funding, but confirmation of the support from all Greater Norwich 
partner authorities is required before any commitment will be made. 

4.2 The GNGB are requested to contribute £50,000 of funding (£12,500 from each partner 
authority), which could then be offered as match to other funding bodies and partners. 
In order for the strategy to progress within the current financial year, this amount is 

                                            
1 Paragraph 1.16, bullet point 2 
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recommended to be provided from the existing GNLP budget but will need to be 
agreed to be back filled in the forthcoming financial year. 
 

5. 
5.1 

Next Steps 
  
Following approval, the following steps are required:  

a. Establishment of the governance arrangements. 
(proposed governance structure in Appendix 4)  

b. Finalise project brief and develop the strategy specification invitation to 
tender. (draft prepared by FMG - Appendix 2). 

c. Confirm budget and secure funding. 
d. Appoint a consultant and begin strategy review. 

 

  

6. Recommendations  
(i) Note the increased scope that is required to develop a Sport and Physical 

Activity Strategy. 
(ii) Agree for the Greater Norwich Sport and Physical Activity Strategy to be 

delivered, giving delegated authority to the Infrastructure Delivery Board to 
oversee its progress. 

(iii) Agree a contribution of £50,000 as match funding for the strategy. 
 

 
7. Issues and Risks 
  
 Other resource implications (staff, property) 
 The strategy will require support from all district authorities, but this will be managed 

within the existing staff resource. More details are within the governance structure 
Appendix 4. 

 Legal implications 
 N/A 
 Risks 
 N/A 
 Equality 
 N/A 
 Environmental implications 
 N/A 

 
Appendix’s 
 

• Appendix 1 Scoping Exercise Report  
• Appendix 2 Strategy Specification  
• Appendix 3 Existing policy and strategy review 
• Appendix 4 Governance Structure 
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It is expected that steps a-d will take up to 3 months and the appointed work a further 
9-12 months. Anticipated completion is Autumn 2021. 



Officer Contact 

If you have any questions about matters contained in this paper please get in touch with: 
 
Name  Telephone Number Email address 

 
Grace Burke 
Ruth Oyeniyi 

 
01603 222727 
01603 222125 

 
grace.burke@norfolk.gov.uk 
ruth.oyeniyi@norfolk.gov.uk 
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Introduction 

 Greater Norwich is a partnership between Norwich City Council, South Norfolk District 
Council, Broadland District Council and Norfolk County Council. This partnership is 
overseen by two sperate boards; The Greater Norwich Development Partnership 
(GNDP) who oversee the development of the emerging Greater Norwich Local Plan and 
the Greater Norwich Growth Board (GNGB) who together with the LEP oversee the 
strategic delivery of infrastructure that is required to support the planned growth. 

 Greater Norwich developed Indoor Sports Facility and Playing Pitch Strategies in 2014 
covering the Norwich City, South Norfolk and Broadland areas. A Sports Strategy 
Implementation group was formed with officer representatives from the three Councils 
and the active partnership for the county, Active Norfolk. An update is being 
considered for these strategies, in order to bring them more in line with the best 
practice approach set out by Sport England in its ‘Strategic Outcomes Planning 
Guidance’. 

 Sport England has commissioned FMG Consulting Ltd (FMG) to carry out a scoping 
exercise with the Councils which seeks to identify at a high level where the Councils sit 
in relation to the key elements of Sport England’s new ‘Strategic Outcomes Planning 
Guidance’. 

 Sport England has published guidance to assist Councils to take a strategic approach to 
maximising the contribution that sport and physical activity makes to its local 
outcomes. The Councils are keen to develop their strategic approach and so want to 
understand how they can go about doing this through the update of the existing 
strategy documents.  

 This report sets out a situation and gap analysis which analyses the Councils’ current 
strategic evidence base against Sport England’s best practice guidance and identifies 
the strengths and weaknesses and the steps that the Councils will need to take in 
order to develop a new strategic approach in line with the guidance. 

Figure 1.1 - Sport England Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance Framework 
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 With limited resources, changing demographics and increased pressure on essential 
services such as physical and mental health, adult social care and education; Councils 
and their partners are increasingly having to prioritise what they continue to invest in, 
support and, in some cases, stop doing or supporting. This is likely to become even 
more acute as we emerge from the current Covid-19 lockdown.  

 This is often linked to local strategic priorities which seek to tackle multifaceted issues 
such as educational attainment, social cohesion, obesity, social isolation and mental 
health issues. 

 Sport and physical activity are increasingly seen as a co-producer of local outcomes 
and Councils across the country are using their services, assets, partnerships and 
infrastructure to make a significant contribution to their residents’ lives as a direct 
provider, commissioner, or enabler. 

 Sport England’s guidance shows that having a clear, strategic and sustainable 
approach to sport and physical activity is essential to making effective investment into 
provision – both facilities and services.  

 Creating a focus and vision on local outcomes, informed by customer insight, and 
delivering interventions – both capital and revenue – that affect behaviour change in 
the target audience will ultimately deliver local outcomes for a place. 

 The Councils may have some or most of this work in place but this cannot be a ‘one 
size fits all’ approach. The intention of this report is to see what work the Councils 
currently have in place and what more work they need to carry out in order to update 
their existing strategies, focussing on local solutions informed by local insight.   

 The guidance is structured around 4 stages: 

• Stage 1 – Outcomes – Developing shared local outcomes for your place; 

• Stage 2 – Insight – Understand your community and your place; 
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• Stage 3 – Interventions – Identify how the outcomes can be delivered 
sustainably; 

• Stage 4 – Commitment – Secure investment and commitment to outcome 
delivery. 

 The structure of this report is aligned to the structure of the guidance in order to 
understand the Councils’ positions within the strategic planning process. 

 This report sets out a summary of the Councils’ current ‘state of play’ and a roadmap 
for the way forward including a Project Specification for the recommended future work 
required (Appendix A).Any queries relating to the contents of this report should be 
made to Damien Adams at damienadams@fmgconsulting.co.uk.  
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Stage 1 - Outcomes 

Introduction 

2.1 Stage 1 of Sport England’s Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance is entitled: 

Develop Local Shared Outcomes for Your Place 

 
2.2 Developing shared local strategic outcomes is the key starting point in developing an 

approach for sport and physical activity that can make the biggest contribution to a 
place. 

2.3 Understanding from a cross sector perspective what the local needs and priorities are 
will enable the Councils and their partners to have a much wider impact on their 
communities. This will enable them to develop sustainable and effective interventions 
to meet those needs. 

2.4 Taking time to define and communicate the contribution that sport and physical activity 
can make to wider local strategic outcomes is the key to securing political ‘buy in’ and 
support for the development of greater insight to inform the emerging approach. 

2.5 The four steps within this stage are: 

• Step 1A - develop an understanding of the wider strategic outcomes 
for your place; 
 

• Step 1B - using a cross-sector approach, identify local community 
needs and priorities; 
 

• Step 1C - establish the contribution sport and physical activity can 
make; 
 

• Step 1D - secure 'buy-in' to the shared local strategic outcomes. 

 

2.6 We have identified and reviewed the Council’s key strategic documents in order to 
ensure that the relevant strategies are in place and to understand whether the main 
priorities in relation to health, sport and physical activity and opportunities for co-
production of services can be clearly identified.  

2.7 Appendix A summarises our review of the key strategic documents across the County 
Council, Greater Norwich, Norwich, South Norfolk, Broadland and the Broads Authority.   
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2.8 Our high-level conclusions from the review of strategic documents are set out below. 

2.9 The Councils have a relatively comprehensive suite of strategic documents as would be 
expected. Notwithstanding the fact that some are in needs of updates / in the process 
of being updated and replaced, they provide an understanding of the desired wider 
strategic outcomes across the Greater Norwich Area and there are a number of 
synergies in terms of strategic outcomes between the Councils’ individual plans / 
strategies which is to be expected considering the close working arrangements through 
Greater Norwich. Key strategic themes include: 

• developing housing and associated infrastructure (including green infrastructure);

• enhancing the local economy (businesses, jobs, skills etc.);

• improving connectivity and transport;

• protecting the environment;

• improving residents’ health and wellbeing and quality of life.

2.10 Positively, there is a strong emphasis on health and wellbeing (both physical and 
mental) across the key corporate priorities for the Councils, as well as related 
outcomes such as quality of life, developing sustainable communities, enhancing the 
built and natural environment etc. A clear case can be made for the role that sport and 
physical activity can play as a cross-cutting enabler across a range of the wider 
strategic outcomes. 

2.11 In terms of traditional ‘sport and leisure’ strategies, the Greater Norwich Indoor Sports 
Facilities Strategy for the three Councils was completed in October 2014. These 
strategic documents follow a comprehensive methodology and contain a number of 
clear recommendations however they are 'traditional' approaches to developing 
facilities strategies and do not follow latest SOPG thinking (due to the time when they 
were produced).  

2.12 The need for this type of facilities strategy is clear however we would now expect to 
see it combined with an overarching physical activity / active lives strategy which looks 
at the wider benefits of sport, leisure and physical activity and identifies a plan to help 
people become more active. This will probably include an element of new facility 
provision solutions but will also look more widely at solutions involving programmes, 
initiatives, campaigns, partnership working, the active environment, health, social 
prescribing etc. in one holistic strategy.  

2.13 We are aware that the three Councils have some similar documents individually 
however an up to date overarching strategy for Greater Norwich should be developed: 

• South Norfolk has a Leisure Strategy which covers many of the above themes;

• Broadland does not have its own strategy however has adopted South Norfolk’s
strategy as they are now working in partnership with a joint officer team;

• Norwich has a Physical Activity and Leisure Development Plan from 2017/18
although we could not locate anything more up to date.
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2.14 Up to date Local Football Facilities Plans are in place across the three Councils however 
their Playing Pitch Strategies are outdated and need to be refreshed.  

2.15 When looking at strategic outcomes across Greater Norwich area for the new strategy, 
the Councils should also look across the outcomes of key external (existing and 
potential) partners in order to identify synergies. With finite resources, the Councils will 
not be able to deliver all outcomes themselves so working with partners will be key and 
therefore ensuring that key partners’ outcomes can be recognised within the strategic 
outcomes will be extremely important so that partners can see how working with the 
Council will also contribute to the delivery of their strategic outcomes e.g. the Sports 
Park, the new combined CCG, Norwich City Community Sports Foundation etc.  

2.16 The strategy will need to identify a number of measurable KPIs which can be used to 
evidence the contribution that sport and physical activity can make to the delivery of 
wider outcomes, so as to ensure that officers can demonstrate to wider stakeholders 
and partners that the work being delivered has an important and tangible / measurable 
role in helping achieve the partners’ outcomes as well as the Councils’ e.g. relating to 
health improvements, tackling isolation, improving the environment, developing the 
local economy etc. There is already a strong base of local insight to help do this (see 
Section 3 of this report for more detail).   

2.17 Positively, the strategies reveal that the Councils have a strong evidence base for and 
clear understanding of local socio-economic profiles, population trends, health trends 
and inequalities, social issues etc. However, a layer of more detailed primary research 
and consultation may be needed in order to understand more about the specific issues 
and barriers facing under-represented groups in the local community (see Section 3 of 
this report for more detail).   

2.18 The above situation provides an opportunity for the service(s) to develop a clear 
strategy that crosses departments and agendas and, as a result: 

• enhances the prominence of sport, leisure and physical activity in Greater 
Norwich area; 

• identifies a clear direction of travel (vision and objectives) with measurable 
strategic outcomes for the service, encompassing both facilities and services / 
programmes;  

• clearly makes the case for the important role that the service can play in helping 
the Council to deliver its strategic goals across wider agendas such as health and 
wellbeing, economic growth and the environment.  

2.19 Based on discussions with the Partners, the key strategic outcomes for the next 
strategy are likely to be focussed around: 

a. Improving physical health and mental wellbeing; 

b. Reducing environmental impact by contributing to the net zero carbon emissions 
commitment by 2030; 

c. Economic development and reducing inequalities.  
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Stage 2 - Insight 

Introduction 

3.1 Stage 2 of Sport England’s Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance is entitled: 

Understand Your Community and Your Place 

 
3.2 Identifying current barriers and opportunities for behaviour change in a place will 

inform where future interventions will make the biggest sustainable impact. 

3.3 Taking time to understand what contribution the wider physical environment and 
infrastructure in a place can make is important. This can enable more people to get 
active through active design. 

3.4 Bringing all the elements developed to date together to identify a ‘current state 
position’ for a place will form a needs analysis that can be used by the Councils to 
identify where they want to be in the future. 

3.5 This will enable tangible objectives to be identified that contribute towards wider local 
strategic outcomes in a place and provide the foundation to support the development 
of interventions. 

3.6 The four steps within this stage are: 

• Step 2A – gather insight from the local community and stakeholders to 
identify barriers and opportunities for behaviour change; 
 

• Step 2B – consider the contribution from the wider physical and social 
environment; 
 

• Step 2C - establish where you are now and where you want to be in 
the future; 
 

• Step 2D – agree the objectives needed to contribute to shared local 
strategic outcomes. 

 

3.7 From the review of strategic documents carried out under Stage 1 and consultation 
with Active Norfolk’s Insight and Evaluation Officer, it is clear that there is a significant 
amount of insight sources and data available to the partners already. The Norfolk 
Insight and Active Norfolk Locality Planning Tool websites in particular contain data on 
the population, socio-economic characteristics, health, deprivation etc. and also the 
location of facilities and activities such as Parkrun.     
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3.8 The table below summarises the primary existing insight sources for the partners. This 
is not an exhaustive list but evidences the wealth of data that is already in place.   

Table 3.1 – Greater Norwich Insight Sources 

Insight Area Source 

Local demographics and population 
projections 

ONS, Norfolk Insight, Active Norfolk 
Locality Planning Tool, State of Norwich 

Economic data State of Norwich 

Participation in sport and physical 
activity 

Sport England Active Lives survey data 
and Local Insight tool 

Active Norfolk Research e.g. physical 
activity and long-term conditions and 
retirement transitions 

Inactivity levels  Sport England Active Lives survey data 
and Local Insight tool, Norfolk Insight 

Deprivation statistics ONS, Norfolk Insight 

Health statistics – physical and mental 
wellbeing 

JSNA, Active Norfolk Locality Planning 
Tool and Spine Charts, State of Norwich  

Level of social prescribing Norfolk County Council, Clinical 
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) 

Crime statistics  Norfolk Insight, Active Norfolk Locality 
Spine Charts 

Volunteering levels Sport England Active Lives survey data 

Club membership levels Sport England Active Lives survey data 

Sports spectating levels Sport England Active Lives survey data 

Market segmentation Sport England Local Insight tool 

Education statistics Councils, Department of Education, 
Norfolk Insight 

Skills Active Norfolk research into workforce 
training needs 

Environment Norfolk Insight, State of Norwich 
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3.9 There is a significant level of insight available with strong data provided by Sport 
England and Active Norfolk. There are also good levels of data available on wider areas 
such as health, deprivation and crime etc. The key gap is relating to primary 
evidence of why people locally are not taking part in sport and physical 
activity / are inactive, and what would help local people to be more active. 
The answers may be informed by very specific local challenges in different areas.  

3.10 It is recommended that primary research is undertaken with target groups identified 
from the key stakeholder consultation that takes place during Stage 1. This should be 
targeted in order to develop a better picture of what is happening locally and to 
identify the key issues, barriers and opportunities. This research can be used to inform 
the possible opportunities available to support behaviour change.  

3.11 The Partners have a good level of local knowledge and understanding about these 
issues but it is important to consult directly with the people being targeted and not 
work on preconceived assumptions that may be historical (especially coming out of a 
Covid-19 caused lockdown period which may well radically change people’s thinking, 
priorities and behaviours). These inactive target groups are often the hardest people to 
reach whereas people who are already active are much easier to consult with as they 
are already actively engaged.  

3.12 Some positive insight work has already taken place during the lockdown period e.g. 
Norfolk County Council’s AtoBetter project which gathered insight on how the health 
pandemic changed the way residents moved from A to B, whether for work, shopping, 
or leisure. This should be built on as part of the insight work commissioned through 
this strategy development in order to understand whether behaviour change during the 
lockdown period is lasting or whether people revert back to old habits once restrictions 
are lifted.   

3.13 Addition research is being undertaken by service areas within the County Council (e.g. 
adult social care and transport) about the impact of Covid-19 on people in contact with 
these services. Whilst these findings will be useful when they are available, we have 
not been made aware of any consultation relating specifically to the physical activity 
habits of local people (although research by Sport England and others is available on a 
national level).  

3.14 As well as focussing on the inactive and understanding their challenges and needs, it is 
important to help those that are already active maintain their activity levels. We noted 
that there is currently not a significant amount of ‘customer’ consultation going on 
across Greater Norwich in relation to existing users of facilities and services so this is 
an area that should not be forgotten with the focus on inactivity.   

3.15 There are town and parish councils (within Broadland and South Norfolk) which will 
hold local contacts and knowledge / insight into the needs of the local communities. In 
addition, the Councils have community engagement teams who may be able to assist 
with the gathering of local insight.     

3.16 There appears to be a big focus on the active environment and active travel within 
Greater Norwich. Clearly there are big differences between the urban nature of Norwich 
and the more rural nature of South Norfolk and Broadland however each is targeting 
achieving similar outcomes through different approaches.  
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3.17 There has been significant investment into cycling infrastructure in Norwich and a focus 
on utilising the river and the land around it for health and wellbeing and physical 
activity. South Norfolk and Broadland on the other hand are much more rural areas 
and have a big focus on enhancing green infrastructure and connectivity between 
towns and villages.  

3.18 At a county level, the County Council developed the ‘Pushing Ahead, Your Journey Your 
Way’ programme which built on AtoBetter’s travel planning programme and focused on 
increasing cycling and walking in key growth areas. This provided a package of 
measures around cycling and walking based on an investment equivalent to £50 per 
person per year.   

3.19 Greater Norwich has a Green Infrastructure Delivery Plan which includes a number of 
green infrastructure projects including developing cycleways however it is dated 2009 
and so is outdated. We understand that this strategy is currently being rewritten. 
Linked to this, we would expect to see Open Spaces strategies for each Council but 
there do not appear to be up to date versions of these strategies in place (we 
understand that Norwich’s is currently being rewritten).  

3.20 Part of the focus of the next strategy should be how better to utilise existing open 
spaces and how better to encourage people to adopt active travel. This is particularly 
important as we hopefully move out of Covid-19 restrictions when there is the potential 
for people to be more interested in different ways of living their lives, changing their 
ingrained behaviour, travelling less / in different ways and focussing on their health. 
The first part of this is mapping green infrastructure which we understand is being 
updated.  

3.21 The green agenda should be a big focus of the next strategy in order to strengthen and 
evidence the links between physical activity and the County Council’s plan to achieve 
net zero carbon emissions by 2030.  

3.22 There may not be significant budget in the near future for major investment into 
facilities so, whilst there will of course be an important facilities element to the 
strategy, the new strategy must look wider than purely facilities if the intention is to 
make a real difference to people’s activity levels and health and wellbeing. The focus 
for the new strategy arising from this piece of work should be on activating spaces and 
methods of encouraging behaviour change to maximise the use of green infrastructure 
and active travel. 

3.23 The Councils would then be in a position at this stage to bring this information together 
in a headline ‘needs analysis’ document. The intention is that this is a succinct, easy-
to-read document that can support the communication of the developing strategic 
approach and present the needs-based evidence to help shape future policy decisions 
and investment i.e. where are we now and where do we want to be in the future? 

3.24 This document should identify and summarise the priority areas that need to be 
addressed linked to the wider local strategic outcomes which sport and physical activity 
can contribute to. The potential opportunities highlighted in the needs analysis can be 
developed into a long list of draft priority areas to support addressing the barriers, 
issues or gaps.  
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3.25 The steering group should then consider, evaluate and prioritise a long list of potential 
objectives which have emerged through this work. This step does not explore solutions 
on how to address these issues / gaps / objectives. This will be developed in Stage 3 – 
Interventions. 
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Stage 3 - Interventions 

Introduction 

4.1 Stage 3 of Sport England’s Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance is entitled: 

Identify how the Outcomes can be Delivered Sustainably 

 
4.2 Having used insight to identify strategic objectives, the focus in Stage 3 is on 

identifying the interventions which will have the greatest impact on the objectives and 
the greatest contribution to strategic outcomes. 

4.3 By considering a range of facility and service interventions across the broad range of 
provision, this stage will identify the optimal and sustainable mix of facility and service 
interventions. It is likely to require investment in resources, officer time and potentially 
external consultancy support. This up-front investment is valuable and will be 
recovered quickly during implementation. 

4.4 The Councils may also wish to review the management model(s) being used to deliver 
their core sport and physical activity services to ensure they have the most effective 
and efficient models for their local areas and that they are sustainable in the future. 
This may be especially important when considering the financial implications for the 
service(s) as the Covid-19 lockdown begins to relax.  

4.5 Finally, the development of key performance indicators (KPIs) will ensure policy 
makers and strategic stakeholders can monitor progress and take action when required 
to ensure interventions continue to have an impact over the long term. 

4.6 The four steps within this stage are: 

• Step 3A – consider a range of facility and service interventions across 
the broad range of provision; 
 

• Step 3B – determine the optimal and sustainable mix of facility and 
service interventions; 
 

• Step 3C – explore and identify effective management model(s); 
 

• Step 3D – establish the key performance indicators (KPIs) for each 
intervention. 
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4.7 A key task in this stage is to understand the current range of provision in order to 
understand where the gaps are. The Councils have some significant existing 
information which will be useful here including the emerging Local Plan however there 
are potentially still a number of information gaps which need to be addressed:  

• It appears that there are not up to date open space studies (although we are aware 
that Norwich is updating its strategy and there is on-going work on an updated 
Green Infrastructure Study); 

• The Councils’ playing pitch strategies were developed in 2014 and need to be 
refreshed; 

• The Councils’ built facilities strategies were developed in 2014 and need to be 
refreshed. 

4.8 In terms of updating the Playing Pitch and Built Facilities Strategies, these should be 
updated utilising Sport England best practice guidance (Assessing Needs and 
Opportunities Guidance – ‘ANOG’ – and Playing Pitch Strategy Guidance) and include 
as a minimum: 

• Indoor and outdoor built facility audits encompassing public, private, third sector 
and education facilities; 

• Analysis of local activity levels and participation trends; 

• Update runs of Sport England’s Facilities Planning Model; 

• Consultation with key groups / stakeholders including users, non-users, user-
groups, facility operators, schools, national governing bodies of sport, key clubs / 
teams etc. 

• Assessment of supply and demand balance for a range of facility types. 

4.9 Based on the fact that a very thorough approach appears to have been undertaken 
originally in 2014, we do not feel that these will need wholesale rewriting. Much of the 
base auditing of facilities and sites will still be useful but will need to be checked and 
updated. Equally, updated population projections and participation rates will need to be 
factored in as well as refreshed consultation.  

4.10 The scope of the assessment should be wider than traditional sport and leisure facilities 
and include anywhere where sport and physical activity may take place such as 
community centres, schools, care homes, higher education facilities, community halls, 
civic spaces and places of worship etc. It should also cover less traditional sports such 
as climbing, skateboarding, dance and gymnastics and any spaces which people can 
use to be active. 

4.11 Where possible, this should take account of any known plans in surrounding areas in 
Norfolk as residents generally make decisions on what they do and where they go with 
little focus on local authority boundaries so the Greater Norwich picture cannot be 
considered in isolation from the rest of Norfolk.  
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4.12 These updated strategies should be used as base data to inform an overarching Sport 
and Physical Activity Strategy. It should identify shared priorities and outcomes (what 
do we want to achieve), key partners, inactive populations (e.g. in specific 
geographical locations, particular age groups, sexes, religions etc.), seek to understand 
why they are inactive (barriers) and what the potential opportunities are to help them 
become more active (behaviour change).  

4.13 As well as refreshing the built facility picture across the area, the Councils should also 
develop a more detailed understanding of the sport, leisure and physical activity 
services that are currently being delivered by external providers. Whilst the Councils 
undoubtedly have a knowledge of the services and providers in the area, this should be 
mapped and key partners and potential gaps identified. This should include a mapping 
exercise of services such as events, key clubs, key community / voluntary groups, 
private sector businesses delivering in the local market, health referral levels etc. 
Active Norfolk has carried out work in this area already which will be very helpful as a 
starting point.  

4.14 This will be an ideal time to update this knowledge as the physical activity landscape is 
likely to change coming out of Covid-19 as habits change, new groups and providers 
emerge and some existing groups and providers disappear. 

4.15 This information can be overlaid with the existing information held by the Councils 
(e.g. green infrastructure) in order to produce a complete picture of the environment 
for sport and physical activity across Greater Norwich area.   

4.16 Once this level of data is understood, a range of data can be utilised (from the 
consultation, the green infrastructure work, the built facilities and playing pitch work 
etc.) to identify ‘interventions’ which can be adopted to help increase activity levels 
and reduce inactivity. These ‘interventions’ might be partially facility based and 
partially revenue / activity based. They will not just be about investing money into 
infrastructure but also about identifying and working with partners (across all sectors) 
and developing campaigns to encourage a more active lifestyle among the local 
population.  

4.17 The Councils already have some idea of potential facility changes that they believe may 
be required (potential for a new leisure centre in Norwich and some facility investment 
in South Norfolk in Diss and other towns) however any potential future investments 
should only be considered once the full strategic need across Greater Norwich area has 
been assessed and not ideally in isolation as single-facility investments. Importantly, 
service interventions should be considered alongside facility interventions as, in some 
cases, there may be a more cost-effective way of delivering an outcome through a 
service adjustment / enhancement rather than through a capital investment (or equally 
there may be a potential external partner who is already delivering in an area / to a 
cohort or is better placed to deliver in the future than the Councils).  

4.18 It is crucial at this stage that the Councils have a full understanding of the condition of 
existing facilities as this will be a major role in informing the future viability of the 
current facility stock. Existing condition surveys may therefore need a refresh as they 
are not up to date.   
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4.19 When considering facility adjustments / enhancements in more detail, detailed 
feasibility studies will be required in order to accurately assess the viability of any 
proposed enhancements e.g. as South Norfolk Council has developed for Diss (note – 
this will not form part of the scope of works for the development of the strategy but 
would be a follow-on stage of work).  

4.20 It is crucial that the optimal mix of facilities and services provision is presented to the 
steering group to consider and agree. The optimal mix is likely to include 
enhancements to or better ways to utilise some, or all, of the following elements: 

• active environment; 

• active design; 

• active travel; 

• placemaking;  

• open spaces; 

• playing pitches; 

• leisure facilities (across all sectors and activity types); 

• community and education facilities;  

• partnerships; 

• activity programmes; 

• development and outreach/intervention services (including social prescribing); and 

• campaigns.  

4.21 There must be clear KPIs developed for each intervention proposed (whether facility or 
service based) in order to ensure that the success of the interventions and their 
contribution towards the agreed strategic outcomes can be clearly measured / 
evaluated / evidenced. 

4.22 The final proposal presented to the steering group should be fully costed and 
developed in light of the Councils’ Medium-Term Financial Strategies (MTFS) as the 
viability / deliverability of what is proposed is key. There is no point identifying major 
investments and / or ambitious programmes that are not financially deliverable.  

4.23 The final step in Stage 3 is to explore and identify effective management models. This 
typically takes the form of a management options appraisal although a traditional 
options appraisal approach may not be required across the whole of Greater Norwich 
as Norwich has an on-going management contract with Places Leisure and Broadland 
does not have any formal Council-owned leisure facilities. South Norfolk is delivering 
services in-house at the present time and we understand it intends to continue to do so 
although there may be alternative options that it should formally consider, even if 
outsourcing is not likely to be politically favoured (e.g. the development of an 
authority-controlled company potentially). 
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4.24 Management options appraisals and any feasibility studies required to be developed (if 
facility interventions are identified through the strategy) would be subsequent pieces of 
follow-on work and not be core parts of the strategy development. 

4.25 In terms of the Councils’ other major assets contributing to sport and physical activity, 
parks and open spaces, there is a different picture across the Councils. All three 
Councils have in-house parks teams however South Norfolk and Broadland have limited 
parks management responsibilities as the majority are managed by parish and town 
councils. It will be extremely important to gain buy-in from parish and town councils in 
these districts, both in regards to ways to increase activity utilising parks and the 
expenditure of the local CIL retained by town and parish councils.   

4.26 Within Norwich, there may be an opportunity for the sport and leisure and parks teams 
to work more closely together on facilitating physical activity within parks and so the 
parks management team will be key stakeholders within the development and 
implementation of the new strategy.  

4.27 With regards to sport and physical activity development services, these have been 
reduced and changed over recent years, a picture that is common across local 
authorities. Broadland has a community team of 3 staff with a health focus and South 
Norfolk has two staff. The approach is on facilitation and enablement of others rather 
than direct delivery which is understandable with the levels of resource available.  

4.28 Similarly in Norwich, traditional sports development activities do not really take place 
anymore. There are some health programmes which the Council oversees (e.g. at the 
Norman Centre) and the leisure operator, Places Leisure, carries out some health 
referral type work however there is no formal structured plan in place. 

4.29 The development of the next strategy offers an opportunity to set up a coordinated 
strategic approach to delivering ‘outreach’ work across Greater Norwich. This may have 
a focus on working with public health and social prescribing, although this should be 
determined by the outcomes that the Councils decide are most important to them.  
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Stage 4 - Commitment 

Introduction 

5.1 Stage 4 of Sport England’s Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance is entitled: 

Secure Investment Commitment to Outcome Delivery 

 
5.2 This stage brings together all the key outputs from previous stages into a business 

case that provides a holistic and comprehensive view of Greater Norwich’s strategic 
approach. This stage will provide clarity and confidence that implementation is 
affordable, achievable and sustainable. 

5.3 A key step in this stage is the identification of resources to support implementation. 
This could relate to external or additional internal support for project managing facility 
developments, commissioning services, service redesign/transformation and 
procurement of services. 

5.4 This approach will enable Greater Norwich to confidently move towards implementation 
of its strategic approach having secured stakeholder commitment and ‘buy in’. 

5.5 The three steps within this stage are: 

• Step 4A – agree a sustainable and effective business case; 
 

• Step 4B – identify resource requirements to support implementation; 
 

• Step 4C – secure stakeholder commitment and move to 
implementation. 

 
5.6 The business case will provide a robust and evidenced approach for final review and 

agreement to implement the strategic vision. It needs to satisfy a case for change and 
optimise value for money in terms of economic, social and environmental benefits. It 
needs to be financially viable and needs to be achievable. 

5.7 The business case will be informed by the work carried out in Stages 1 – 3 as set out in 
the previous sections of this report so is not something that the Councils need to have 
considered yet.  

5.8 It will be important to ensure that the Councils’ finance teams have direct involvement 
in the development / sign-off of the business case to ensure compliance with financial 
regulations and standing orders and that the necessary funding and budgets are in 
place.  

5.9 The steering group must sign-off the business case, which will include a delivery plan 
setting out the processes and resources required in order to implement the strategy. 
Ultimately, it will likely be local councillors that are required to sign-off the strategy for 
the Councils and officers should factor in the time required to gain political sign-off 
through the necessary committee / Council meetings.   
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 Summary and Recommendations 

6.1 The Greater Norwich Partnership is considering updating existing facilities and playing 
pitch strategies and is interested in developing a more strategic, holistic, outcomes 
based plan for its sport and leisure services. This report has set out a situation and gap 
analysis which analyses the Councils’ current strategic evidence base against Sport 
England's best practice Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance and identifies the 
strengths and weaknesses and the steps that the Councils will need to take in order to 
develop a new strategic approach in line with the new guidance. 

6.2 Our high-level conclusions from this review are as follows: 

• There is a strong emphasis on health and wellbeing (both physical and mental) 
across the key corporate priorities for the Councils, as well as related outcomes 
such as quality of life, developing sustainable communities, enhancing the built and 
natural environment etc. A clear case can be made for the role that sport and 
physical activity can play as a cross-cutting enabler across a range of the wider 
strategic outcomes. 

• However, there is no clear, joined-up strategic approach to sport, leisure and 
physical activity across Greater Norwich. The Built Facilities and Playing Pitch 
Strategies are in need of an update which presents an ideal opportunity to develop 
a coordinated approach utilising principles from Sport England’s SOPG guidance. 

• The Councils needs to develop a vision with related objectives, strategic outcomes 
and measurable KPIs relating specifically to sport, leisure and physical activity. This 
should look at the wider benefits of sport, leisure and physical activity and identify 
a plan to help people become more active. This will probably include an element of 
new facility provision solutions but will also look more widely at solutions involving 
programmes, initiatives, campaigns, partnership working, the active environment, 
health, social prescribing etc. in one holistic strategy.  

• There is a significant level of insight available. The key gap is relating to primary 
evidence of why people locally are not taking part in sport and physical activity / 
are inactive, and what would help local people to be more active. The answers may 
be informed by very specific local challenges in different areas. It is recommended 
that primary research is undertaken with target groups identified from the key 
stakeholder consultation that takes place during Stage 1. This should be targeted in 
order to develop a better picture of what is happening locally and to identify the 
key issues, barriers and opportunities. This research can be used to inform the 
possible opportunities available to support behaviour change.  

• The update to the existing strategies should be used as base data to inform an 
overarching Sport and Physical Activity Strategy. It should identify shared priorities 
and outcomes (what do we want to achieve), key partners, inactive populations 
(e.g. in specific geographical locations, particular age groups, sexes, religions etc.), 
seek to understand why they are inactive (barriers) and what the potential 
opportunities are to help them become more active (interventions and behaviour 
change).  
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• These 'interventions' might be partially facility based and partially revenue / 
activity based. They will not just be about investing money into infrastructure but 
also about identifying and working with partners (across all sectors) and developing 
campaigns to encourage a more active lifestyle among the local population.  

• The above provides an opportunity for the service(s) to develop a clear 
strategy that crosses departments and agendas and, as a result: 

 enhances the prominence of sport, leisure and physical activity in Greater 
Norwich area; 

 identifies a clear direction of travel (vision and objectives) with measurable 
strategic outcomes for the service, encompassing both facilities and services / 
programmes;  

 clearly makes the case for the important role that the service can play in 
helping the Council to deliver its strategic goals across wider agendas such as 
health and wellbeing, economic growth and the environment.  

• Based on discussions with the Partners, the key strategic outcomes for the next 
strategy are likely to be focussed around: 

a. Improving physical health and mental wellbeing; 

b. Reducing environmental impact by contributing to the net zero carbon 
emissions commitment by 2030; 

c. Economic development and reducing inequalities.  

• The resulting strategy will be crucial in informing future Development Management 
Policies (to be updated in 2021, supporting the emerging Greater Norwich Local 
Plan which is planned to be adopted in the autumn 2022) and helping provide a 
strategic framework for the future CIL application / allocation process.  

• Most crucially, the landscape in the sector may look very different emerging from 
the current Covid-19 crisis and the timing of this new strategy affords the Councils 
an opportunity to fundamentally review and rethink their role (and that of their 
partners) within the landscape, in order to meet changing residents needs and 
work within (in all likelihood) even stricter financial constraints.  

6.3 We have set out a ‘roadmap’ overleaf for the Councils in order to summarise the 
required next steps if they wish to proceed with developing a sport and physical 
activity strategy with a broader, more forward-thinking focus which is compliant with 
the approach set out in Sport England’s new strategic planning guidance.  

6.4 Following this approach will give the Councils the best possible chance to deliver on the 
opportunity summarised above and may potentially enable them to access external 
grant funding from bodies such as Sport England (if applicable - this is not guaranteed 
at this stage).  

6.5 The tasks highlighted in red will not form part of the initial piece of strategic work that 
should be developed. The rationale for this is explained in the table. The other tasks 
could all be delivered under one strategic piece of work.  
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Table 6.1 – Roadmap for the Greater Norwich Partnership 

Stage Recommendations Timeline 

Stage 1 - 
Outcomes 

• Set-up and launch a steering group for the 
project (Council-led action). 

• Finalise a project brief for a consultant to 
develop a sport and physical activity strategy 
covering the bullet points listed below.  

• Review the existing strategies and identify 
the wider strategic outcomes that have 
synergies with the sport, leisure and physical 
activity service.  

• Map and consult with key strategic 
stakeholders (both internal and external) in 
order to secure commitment to the process. 

• Carry out research into local community 
needs, challenges and barriers. 

• Map the contribution of sport and physical 
activity to the local strategic outcomes and 
develop an outcomes framework. 
 

• Months 1 – 3 - 
Establish a steering 
group and appoint 
a consultant.  
 

• Month 4 – 5 - 
Strategy 
commences with 
Stage 1 tasks. 
Output is the 
development of an 
Outcomes 
Framework.   

Stage 2 - 
Insight 

• Undertake primary research with target 
groups and inactive areas / ‘hotspots’ in order 
to develop a better picture of what is 
happening locally and what the key issues, 
barriers and opportunities are.  

• Work with existing stakeholders who have an 
interest in the active environment to explore 
specific partnership opportunities which could 
be incorporated within the strategy.  

• Develop a headline 'needs analysis' document 
that can support the communication of the 
developing strategic approach and present 
the needs-based evidence to help shape 
future policy decisions and investment. 

• Develop a long list of priority areas and 
objectives for sign-off by the steering group. 
 

• Months 6 - 9 – 
Complete Stage 2 
tasks. Output is 
the development of 
a Needs Analysis 
document.  
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Stage Recommendations Timeline 

Stage 3 - 
Interventions 

• Update built facilities and playing pitch 
strategies (to be encompassed within the 
overall sport and physical activity strategy). 

• Identify the required service and facility 
interventions and measurable KPIs. 

• Develop strategy action plan.  
• Develop individual feasibility studies (would 

only be carried out if the strategy identifies 
the need for new / enhanced facilities and, if 
required, would form part of a separate 
commission to specialist consultants).  

• Review management and delivery options 
(would only be carried out when the Council 
has a full picture of the investment and 
service alterations it proposes to implement). 
 

• Months 10 – 12 – 
Complete Stage 3 
tasks. Output is 
the development of 
the Sport & 
Physical Activity 
Strategy 
(incorporating 
facility and service 
interventions). 

Stage 4 – 
Commitment 

• Agree a fully resourced business case and 
secure stakeholder commitment to delivery 
(Council-led action). 
 

• Timeline depends 
on the need for, 
and delivery of, 
feasibility studies, 
management 
options etc. at 
Stage 3.  

 

6.6 We would estimate that the initial strategic piece of work (i.e. the task list excluding 
those highlighted in red) would take circa 9 months from commencement of the work 
(potentially 12 months in total, allowing time for the Council to form a steering group 
and commission the work) and would require a budget provision of in the region of 
£100,000 plus VAT. A draft specification for the Council to issue to consultants for the 
delivery of this strategic piece of work is included in Appendix A. 

6.7 Further pieces of work that may come out of this strategy (e.g. feasibility studies, 
options appraisals etc.) would follow this initial work and are not included in the scope 
for the next stage of work.   

6.8 At this stage, the Councils would be in a position to consider how best to deliver the 
projects (i.e. management options, procurement options, resourcing, planning 
applications etc.) and move to sign-off at Stage 4 of the project.  

6.9 Any queries relating to the contents of this report should be made to 
damienadams@fmgconsulting.co.uk. 
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Appendix A – Draft Sport and Physical Activity Strategy 
Specification  

1. Introduction  
Greater Norwich is a partnership between Norwich City Council, South Norfolk District 
Council, Broadland District Council and Norfolk County Council. This partnership is overseen 
by two sperate boards; The Greater Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) who oversee 
the development of the emerging Greater Norwich Local Plan and the Greater Norwich 
Growth Board (GNGB) who together with the LEP oversee the strategic delivery of 
infrastructure that is required to support the planned growth. 

The Councils require Strategic Outcomes Planning support to develop a clear approach 
(determined by local priorities and outcomes) to providing effective and sustainable sport and 
physical activity opportunities for local communities up to 2038.   

With this in mind, the Councils are seeking a consultant to develop a long-term Sport and 
Physical Activity Strategy (incorporating updates to existing Built Facilities and Playing Pitch 
Strategies) for the Greater Norwich (covering three local authority areas – Norwich, South 
Norfolk and Broadland).  

The Councils are engaging with Sport England on this project and therefore the Strategy 
must follow the Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance (SOPG) methodology.  

The Contract will commence on [insert date] and must be completed by [insert date]. 

2. Background and Context 
Whilst being three separate local authorities, the three Councils (Norwich, South Norfolk and 
Broadland) have long-established joint working arrangements under the banner of the GNDP 
and GNGB (and South Norfolk and Broadland Councils have recently moved to a shared 
management structure). The authorities are currently in the process of developing a joint 
Local Plan (to replace the current Joint Core Strategy) and have existing joint playing pitch 
and built facility strategies (developed in 2014 and in need of updating).  

The Councils are keen to update their existing built facility and playing pitch strategies and 
develop an overarching Sport and Physical Activity Strategy in line with the SOPG 
methodology.  

With limited resources, changing demographics and increased pressure on essential services 
such as physical and mental health, adult social care and education; the Councils are 
increasingly having to prioritise what they continue to invest in, support and, in some cases, 
stop doing or supporting. This is likely to become even more acute as we emerge from the 
current Covid-19 lockdown.  

As we move out of Covid-19 restrictions, there is the potential for people to be more 
interested in different ways of living their lives, changing their ingrained behaviour, travelling 
less / in different ways and focussing on their health. This strategy should research, reflect 
and react to these emerging trends in order to ensure that the services provided by the 
Councils and their partners are fit for a post-Covid-19 world.   

Based on discussions with the Partners, the key strategic outcomes for the next strategy are 
likely to be focussed around: 

a. Improving physical health and mental wellbeing; 

b. Reducing environmental impact by contributing to the net zero carbon emissions 
commitment by 2030; 

c. Economic development and reducing inequalities. 
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The strategy will be crucial in informing future Development Management Policies (to be 
updated in 2021, supporting the emerging Greater Norwich Local Plan which was consulted 
on between January – March 2020 and is planned to be adopted in the autumn 2022) and 
helping provide a strategic framework for the future CIL application / allocation process. 

A Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance Scoping Exercise has been carried out and is 
included in Appendix [A]. This document explains the information that the Councils have 
available to support the development of the Strategy and identifies the gaps in data which 
need to be filled.  

3. Key Aims 
• to develop a shared local strategic vision and outcomes which will drive effective 

investment into sport and physical activity – both facilities interventions and services.   

• to understand the local community and place to create clear objectives that will contribute 
to shared local strategic outcomes. 

• to update existing built facility and playing pitch strategies.  

• to create the optimal mix of facility and service interventions with associated key 
performance indicators (KPIs) that will affect behaviour change in the target audience, 
ultimately delivering local objectives and contributing to the wider outcomes for the 
Councils. 

• to develop a clear framework to help the Councils decide what they will continue to 
implement and influence, what they will no longer support or deliver and what they will 
support and enable others to do, often working in partnership. The framework will also 
drive future decisions required by the Councils in relation to the longer-term sustainability 
and contribution of local provision to their local outcomes. 

• to set key performance targets to ensure the Councils can be held to account by the 
community and stakeholders in delivering key strategic objectives and contributing to 
wider local outcomes. 

4. Methodology 
The support required should follow the Strategic Outcomes Planning Model developed by Sport 
England and include the following key elements as a minimum requirement:  
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5. Scope 
 

Stage Scope Timeline & Outputs 

Stage 1 - 
Outcomes 

• Review the Council’s existing strategies and 
identify the wider strategic outcomes that have 
synergies with the sport, leisure and physical 
activity service.  

• Map and consult with key strategic stakeholders 
(both internal and external) in order to secure 
commitment to the process. 

• Review existing insight in order to understand 
gaps. 

• Map the contribution of sport and physical activity 
to the local strategic outcomes and develop an 
outcomes framework. 

• Commence Playing Pitch Strategy and Built 
Facilities Strategy audit updates (on-going 
throughout the process).  

 

• Months 1 - 2 - 
Outcomes 
Framework 

Stage 2 - 
Insight 

• Undertake primary research in order to develop a 
better picture of the local physical activity 
landscape including identifying the key issues, 
barriers and opportunities.  

• Develop a headline 'needs analysis' document 
that can support the communication of the 
developing strategic approach and present the 
needs-based evidence to help shape future policy 
decisions and investment. 

• Develop a long list of priority areas and objectives 
for sign-off by the steering group. 

• Playing Pitch Strategy and Built Facilities Strategy 
consultation updates (e.g. NGBs and Clubs).  
 

• Months 3 - 6 – 
Needs Analysis 

Stage 3 - 
Interventions 

• Develop built facilities and playing pitch strategy 
recommendations (which will be encompassed 
within the overall sport, leisure and physical 
activity strategy). 

• Identify the required service and facility 
interventions and measurable KPIs. 

• Drafting and sign-off of strategy.  
 

• Months 7 – 9 - 
development of the 
Sport & Physical 
Activity Strategy 
(incorporating 
facility and service 
interventions). 
 

 
Any work relating to feasibility studies and management options appraisals which 
may be required following the production of this strategy will fall outside the scope 
of this commission.  
Following the development of the strategy there may be the need for future support with 
feasibility studies / business cases / options appraisals for and implementation of any specific 
recommendations. 
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6. Consultation 
The work must be developed in consultation with key stakeholders. A wide range of parties 
will be involved including the Councils, local delivery organisations, schools, clubs and 
partners including [Councils to insert names] and further partners identified in the outcomes 
review. 

The consultation plan will be developed in partnership with the Councils as part of this work. 

7. Report 
The Councils will require the report to be developed in a user-friendly format for review and 
comment by the Councils. Separate reports will be required for each of the three Councils 
with one overarching summary strategy for Greater Norwich.  

The consultant will not be providing any design services and the document will be produced 
in Word. 

The consultant should also provide a separate research paper which sets out the findings of 
the current state review, consultation and desktop research etc. in full. This will be an 
internal reference document for the Councils’ use and an appendix to the strategy document.  

A draft will be required for review and comment by the Councils, prior to final changes being 
made for sign off. 

Regular update meetings/progress reports will be required throughout the contract period. 

A final presentation and workshop will be required to senior officers/stakeholders outlining 
key findings from the work.    

8. Timetable 
[Councils to confirm – Circa nine months minimum from commissioning to completion].  

9. Budget 
[Councils to confirm - The proposed budget for this work is a maximum of £100,000 plus VAT, 
inclusive of all expenses]. 

10. Tender Submissions 
Consultants wishing to submit a quote should include the following: 
• Name of consultancy and any associated or partner practices to be involved including any 

sub-contractors 
• Name of lead consultant, telephone number and email address for use in communication 
• Statement of aims, principal areas of activity, experience and capability of the practice(s) 
• An explanation of the proposed methodology  
• Quotes should include a detailed breakdown of time allocated to the specified areas of work 
• Quotes must specify and detail the consultants who will be specifically dedicated to this 

project 
• An indicative timetable and work programme showing the level of involvement of proposed 

team members 
• Details of similar work undertaken elsewhere, along with referees 
• Details of the project team including CVs 
• Details of approach to quality assurance 
• Details of professional indemnity insurance cover. 
An electronic quote must be sent to the Councils at [insert contact] by [insert date and time]. 
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The evaluation criteria is set out within the accompanying ITT documentation [assuming the 
Council will use a standard Council ITT template document with this brief as one of the sections 
/ appendices].  
Clarification questions should be sent to [insert contact] and must be submitted before [insert 
date and time]. 

11. Procurement and contractual requirements  
 See the Invitation to Tender (ITT) documentation.  
 

 [Note – The ITT documentation must clearly translate the list of Tender Submission 
Requirements into specific ITT evaluation questions along with the details of the evaluation 
criteria weighting and scoring].  
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Appendix B - Key Greater Norwich Partnership Strategic Documents 

Partner Document Commentary 
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Greater Norwich 
Local Plan 

The Greater Norwich Local Plan (GNLP) will build on the long-established joint working 
arrangements for Greater Norwich, which have delivered the current Joint Core Strategy 
(JCS) for the area. The JCS plans for the housing and jobs needs of the area to 2026 
and the GNLP will ensure that these needs continue to be met to 2038. 

Like the Joint Core Strategy, the GNLP will include strategic planning policies to guide 
future development and plans to protect the environment. It will look to ensure that 
delivery of development is done in a way which promotes sustainability and the effective 
functioning of the whole area. 

Adoption is not expected until 2022. 

Greater Norwich 
Development 
Partnership – 
Joint Core 
Strategy for 
Broadland, 
Norwich and 
South Norfolk 
2008-2026 

The Joint Core Strategy for Broadland, Norwich and South Norfolk is the key planning 
policy document for the Greater Norwich area. It sets out the broad vision for the growth 
of the area and containing strategic policies. 

The strategy identifies culture, leisure and entertainment as a key priority.  

It is encouraging that culture, leisure and entertainment has been identified in the 
strategy, highlighting it is a key part of the Council’s visions for the future. Development 
is expected to be provided for local cultural and leisure activities within the Strategy, 
including new or improved built facilities to provide for a range of activities. 

The Great 
Norwich City 
Deal (2013) 

Aim 

To bring an additional 13,000 jobs and 3,000 homes to the area, as well as 6,000 jobs in 
construction. 

There are three strands to the City Deal: 

• Enterprise;  

• Skills; and  

• Infrastructure.   

Upfront funding for onsite infrastructure is seen as one of the biggest barriers to the 
creation of new jobs and homes. Through the establishment of a Local Infrastructure 
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Partner Document Commentary 

Fund City Deal partners are able to borrow up to £20m from the PWLB at a discounted 
rate and to use this to provide loans to developers for site specific help to enable 
housing sites to be delivered quickly. 

The outcome of the City Deal will not only help Greater Norwich meet its planned growth 
but will also serve as a catalyst for the delivery of the additional homes and jobs in the 
area. 

The impact of growth in the area will have an impact on the requirement for future built 
facilities (including the active environment) and services (impacted by a growing 
population and potential changes to the demographic profile of the Borough). 

Greater Norwich 
Growth 
Programme 

The programme is drawn together from the Joint Five-Year Infrastructure Investment 
Plan and identifies schemes to be prioritised for delivery and development within each 
financial year. 

The Growth Programme is assessed and approved annually and sets out the financial 
implications for income and expenditure for the forthcoming year and the cumulative 
financial impact of funding decisions on the Programme given funding and borrowing 
commitment from earlier years. It takes account of the long-term financial implications 
for the end of the programme period i.e. 2026. 

Key developments will be included in the investment plan in the future. 

Greater Norwich 
Infrastructure 
Plan (GNIP) 

 

 

The GNIP concentrates on the funding and delivery for the key infrastructure 
requirements that support: 

• The Joint Core Strategy for Broadland, Norwich and South Norfolk. 

• Local economic strategies 

• Greater Norwich City Deal 

• The Norfolk and Suffolk Economic Strategy (produced by the New Anglia Local 
Economic Partnership) 

To help co-ordinate and manage the delivery of strategic infrastructure to support 
growth, a high quality of life and enhanced natural environment.  
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This document informs the prioritisation of investment and delivery in the Joint Five-Year 
Infrastructure Investment Plan, and current delivery in the Annual Growth Programme. 
While mainstream funding provides the primary support for new infrastructure, 
contributions from new development such as Section 106 legal agreements and 
Community Infrastructure Levy are also important.  

Greater Norwich 
Green 
Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan 

The study area for this Delivery Plan focuses on two key geographical areas, South West 
and North East Norwich and how they connect into Norwich City. These reflect the main 
areas for proposed growth as identified in the emerging Joint Core Strategy. 

Four complementary green infrastructure themes have been identified: 

• Theme 1 – Sustaining and Enhancing the Character and Local Distinctiveness of 
Riverscapes, Landscapes and Townscapes 

• Theme 2 – Making Space for Wildlife 

• Theme 3 – Providing a High Quality, Multi-functional and Connected Network of 
Accessible Greenspaces for People 

• Theme 4 – Adapting to Climate Change through Sustainable Planning and Design. 

The plan lists and costs a number of priority green infrastructure projects including cycle 
ways.  

Greater Norwich 
Sports Facilities 
Strategies 

The Greater Norwich Indoor Sports Facilities Strategy for Broadland District, City of 
Norwich Council and South Norfolk District was completed in October 2014. It follows 
Sport England’s ANOG methodology and consists of the following documents: 

• An overarching strategy 

• A needs assessment looking at the profile of the population 

• Separate needs assessments for sports halls, swimming and indoor sports 

• Separate action plans for each of the Authority areas for indoor bowls, tennis, sports 
halls and swimming 
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Partner Document Commentary 

In addition, an overarching Playing Pitch Strategy was also produced for the GNP, as 
well as a playing pitch needs assessment and area action plans for each of the three 
local authorities. 

All documents follow a comprehensive methodology and contain a number of clear 
recommendations however they are ‘traditional’ approaches to developing facilities 
strategies and do not follow latest SOPG thinking (due to the time when they were 
produced). In particular, there appears to be very little or no public consultation carried 
out in order to understand what local people want and need. These documents are now 
in need of updating.  
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 Together for 
Norfolk – NCC 
County Plan 
2019 – 2025 

Seeks to drive inclusive, economic growth that benefits all people in the County. Focus 
on: 

• Focusing on inclusive growth and improved social mobility. 

• Encouraging housing, infrastructure, jobs and business growth. 

• Developing the workforce to meet the needs of the sectors powering the local 
economy. 

• Reducing impact on the environment. 

Lots of specific aims are identified which the sector can play an important part in helping 
to address e.g. helping people with physical and mental disabilities, raising educational 
attainment, developing skills and jobs, raising independent living for vulnerable people 
(ageing population), increasing social connections, health and wellbeing, joining up 
services (e.g. health and social care), working with community and voluntary groups, 
early help for families, increasing apprenticeships, protecting the environment etc.   

Significant growth in homes and jobs anticipated and therefore the infrastructure will be 
required to support this.  

There is also a link between life expectancy and health inequalities highlighted in the 
document. 

There is a focus on cultural and heritage facilities but disappointing the lack of reference 
to physical activity, sport, leisure and the role the sector can play in helping achieve the 
outcomes.   
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Norfolk County 
Council 
Environmental 
Policy 2016 

Supports the government’s goals within its Environmental Plan: 

• Clean air for the population 

• Ensuring a clean and plentiful water supply 

• Encouraging a thriving plant and wildlife community 

• Reducing the risk of harm from environmental hazards such as flooding and drought 

• Using resources from nature more sustainably and efficiently 

• Enhancing beauty, heritage and engagement with the natural environment 

• Mitigating and adapting to climate change 

• Minimising waste 

• Managing exposure to chemicals 

• Enhancing biosecurity 

In enacting these goals, the supporting key policy aims are: 

• Using and managing land sustainably 

• Recovering nature and enhancing the beauty of landscapes 

• Connecting people with the environment to improve health and wellbeing 

• Increasing resource efficiency, and reducing pollution and waste 

• Securing clean, healthy, productive and biologically diverse seas and oceans 

• Protecting and improving our global environment 

Sport, leisure and physical activity can contribute towards these aims. Using green 
spaces is an important part of increasing the activity of the population, and exposure to 
these environments may result in higher levels of activity. Promoting use of green 
spaces and sustainable travel options are highlighted under the health and wellbeing 
policy aims.  
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There is also an opportunity for leisure sites to contribute to the reduction of carbon with 
more energy efficient technologies, as well as more energy efficient buildings. 

Norfolk’s Joint 
Health and Well 
Being Strategy 
2018-2022 

 

Norfolk’s Health and Well Being Strategy has identified three strategic priorities from its 
joint need assessment in order to create the vision and key priority of ‘a single 
sustainable system’s. 

The intention is to achieve the vision and: 

• A single sustainable system – Health and Wellbeing Board partners taking joint 
strategic oversight of the health, wellbeing and care system – leading the change 
and creating the conditions for integration and a single sustainable system. 

• Prioritising prevention – A shared commitment to supporting people to be 
healthy, independent and resilient throughout life. Offering our help early to prevent 
and reduce demand for specialist services. 

• Tackling inequalities in communities –Providing support for those who are most 
vulnerable in localities using resources and assets to address wider factors that 
impact on health and wellbeing. 

• Integrating ways of working – Collaborating in the delivery of people centred care 
to make sure services are joined up, consistent and makes sense to those who use 
them. 

The Strategy is all about how the partners all work together as system leaders to drive 
forward improvement in the health and wellbeing of people and communities, given the 
unprecedented challenges facing the health, care and wellbeing system. 

Norfolk’s Living 
Well – A Public 
Health Strategy 
for Norfolk 2016 
- 2020 

Public Health Strategic Framework 

“Help the people of Norfolk live in health places; promote healthy lifestyles; prevent ill 
health; and reduce inequalities”. 

• Promote health living and health places 

1. Work with Norfolk’s district, borough and City councils to deliver joint 
programmes and policies that will make a positive impact on health. 
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2. Develop and commission a ‘workplace health offer’ to reduce sickness absence 
and improve productivity in Norfolk. 

3. Deliver health improvement and prevention services and campaigns as part of a 
healthy living pathway. 

4. Public health campaigns for Norfolk. 

5. Road safety. 

• Protect communities and individual from harm. 

1. Work with partners. 

2. Drugs and alcohol services. 

3. Mental health. 

4. Tobacco control and stop smoking. 

5. Emergency planning, protection and resilience. 

6. Domestic abuse, sexual abuse and safeguarding. 

• Provide services that meet community needs. 

1. Children and Young People services. 

2. Sexual health services. 

3. Health and Social Care services. 

• Work in partnership to transform the way we deliver services. 

1. Norfolk Health and Wellbeing Board and Strategy 

2. Joint Strategic Needs Assessment and Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment 

3. NHS Commissioning. 

4. District public health offer. 
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5. Development of Public Health skills and knowledge. 

6. Supporting our partners. 

There is an increasing need to work on a collaborative basis across local authorities 
including sectors such as leisure, health, social care, public services etc. There will be 
opportunities for the leisure sector to work with Public Health, NHS, CCG’s etc to develop 
a coordinated approach, including through co-location of services. 

There is also clear reference to the opportunities to increase physical activity and the 
use of local leisure facilities, parkland and open spaces and other assets to increase the 
health of the residents. 

Norfolk’s 
Transport Plan 
2011-2026 

The County Council are currently refreshing the Local Transport Plan so that it covers the 
period 2020-2036. 

Norfolk’s Transport Vision  

A transport system that allows residents and visitors a range of low carbon options to 
meet their transport needs and attracts and retains business investment in the county.  

Strategic Aims 

Six strategic aims underpin the vision, they are:  

• maintaining and managing the highway network; 

• delivering sustainable growth; 

• enhancing strategic connections; 

• reducing emissions;  

• improving road safety; and, 

• improving accessibility. 

With a need to reduce emissions and non-essential travel, there will be opportunities to 
grow the active transport network, providing healthier travel options. 
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Market Town 
Network 
Improvement 
Strategies 

Local plans have identified a large amount of planned housing and employment growth 
around many of Norfolk’s market towns. County Council members have agreed a 
programme of studies looking at the transport impacts of growth in market towns. This 
allows the County Council to identify and plan interventions ahead of the growth. 

The scope is to understand current transport problems and issues, understand the future 
situation (growth proposals and their impacts on transport) and develop an 
implementation plan. 

Consideration of the current and future networks and how they can be utilised to 
improve the activity of the residents will be included in the work.  

Active Norfolk 
2016-2021 
Strategy 

Mission 

To make Norfolk an active, healthy and successful sporting county. 

• To increase participation in sport and physical activity 

• To improve health and well-being by reducing physical inactivity  

• To improve lives by establishing and increasing sport and physical activity’s 
contribution in creating stronger, more sustainable and prosperous communities. 

The Locality Plan Approach  

Aim: to identify and work together with partners and organisations that are best placed 
in each district to realise opportunities that sport, and physical activity can offer to help 
improve the lives of Norfolk residents. 

The approach seeks to: 

• Provide a more robust and holistic understanding of localities.  

• Focus priorities with regard to resource allocation.  

• Highlight resource gaps to address identified priorities in each locality.  

• Provide a clear rationale for engagement with local and national stakeholders around 
achieving shared objectives, achieving efficiencies, and attracting additional 
resource.  
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• Enable analysis of existing resource commitments and where efficiencies can be 
made. 

There will be direct links between the Active Norfolk strategy and the proposed strategic 
plan for Greater Norwich. Collaboration with Active Norfolk will be required to increase 
participation, improve health and wellbeing and improve lives. 

Norfolk Strategic 
Planning 
Framework 

Norfolk’s Local Planning Authorities (including Norfolk County Council) have a long track 
record of working together to achieve shared objectives. In early 2015 they, working 
through its strategic planning member forum, agreed to formally cooperate on a range 
of strategic cross-boundary planning issues through the preparation of the Norfolk 
Strategic Planning Framework (NSPF). 

The documents proposed spatial vision is: 

“By the middle of the 21st century Norfolk will be increasingly recognised nationally for 
having a strong and vibrant economy providing high quality economic opportunities for 
residents in urban and rural areas. Its settlements and key infrastructure will be 
physically resilient to the impacts of climate change. The natural, built and historic 
environments will be enhanced through the regeneration of settlements, safeguarding 
and enhancement of current assets and networks, improving both biodiversity and the 
quality of life for residents. Housing needs will be met in full in socially inclusive 
communities. The County will be better connected by having good transport links to 
major cities in the UK and Europe and excellent digital connectivity. A good relationship 
between homes and jobs will minimise the need to travel and residents will have choice 
about how they meet their demand for local travel.” 

Norfolk Strategic 
Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan 

This strategic infrastructure delivery plan (SIDP) pulls together information on the key 
infrastructure needed to deliver economic growth in Norfolk. It is a working document 
that will be reviewed on a regular basis as information becomes available and projects 
progress through to delivery. The Plan will help Norfolk County Council and partners to 
co-ordinate implementation, prioritise activity and respond to any funding opportunities. 

The SIDP sets out the Norfolk wide high-level strategic infrastructure priorities for the 
next 10 years. It therefore mainly focusses on large housing, transport, utilities etc. type 
projects rather than smaller sport, leisure and recreation facilities.  
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Council 
Corporate Plan 
2019-22 

Vision 

Make Norwich a fine city for all. 

Mission 

Put people and the city first. 

Three Corporate Priorities 

• People living well 

1. Support people in Norwich to feel safe and welcomed. 

2. Provide means for people to lead healthy, connected, fulfilling lives, particularly 
those who are most vulnerable. 

3. Ensure there is a range of cultural, leisure and social opportunities and activities 
for all. 

4. Tackle homelessness and rough sleeping. 

• Great neighbourhoods, housing and environment 

1. Maintain a clean and sustainable city with a good local environment that people 
value 

2. Ensure our services mitigate against any adverse effects of climate change and 
are efficient to reduce carbon emissions. 

3. Build and maintain a range of affordable and social housing. 

4. Improve the quality and safety of private sector housing. 

5. Continue sensitive regeneration of the city that retains its unique character and 
meets local needs. 

• Inclusive economy 

1. Mobilise activity and investment that promotes a growing, diverse, innovative and 
resilient economy. 
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2. Address barriers to employability and enhance social mobility. 

3. Improve the quality of jobs, particularly in low pay sectors. 

4. Increase the impact of our assets and purchasing power on reducing inequality. 

Sport, leisure and physical activity can contribute to all of the corporate priorities. There 
is a clear drive to improve the health of the City and ensure there are suitable facilities 
for the population, both now and in the future. 

Norwich 2040 
City Vision 

Vision 

The vision for Norwich will continue to develop as more people become involved and 
priorities shift. The world has changed so much in the last 10 years, it may well be that 
our vison has to be adapted too. It is clear, however, that if the whole city unites to 
deliver a brave and ambitious vision for the Norwich of 2040, anything is achievable. 

Themes 

A Creative City 

• Norwich is a place where culture and creativity play an important part in how the 
city feels about itself and others perceive it. In 2040, Norwich will be world 
renowned for its creativity – a leader in innovation, culture, education and 
invention. 

A Liveable City 

• The city takes pride in being a place with a great local environment that people 
value. We are committed to shifting to clean energy by 2040 (carbon-neutral by 
2050). We will support and promote sustainable living – where today’s citizens meet 
the needs of the present without compromising future generations. 

A Fair City 

• Norwich is a place where many already enjoy a great quality of life. By 2040, the 
health, wellbeing and life chances of all our citizens will be improved. We will 
remove barriers to achievement and a high standard of living will be enjoyed by 
everyone. 
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A Connected City 

• At the heart of any good city is how well it connects with both its citizens and the 
world at large. In 2040, Norwich will have a modern transport system, be at the 
forefront of digital connectivity and create opportunities for all residents to link with 
each other. 

A Dynamic City 

• Today Norwich has two successful universities and thriving life sciences, creative, 
tech, leisure and retail sectors. In 2040, Norwich will be a place where 
entrepreneurs, social enterprises, national and global companies choose to provide 
good jobs, prosperity and success. 

Physical activity can contribute to the vision for Norwich. There is key emphasis in the 
vision to improve the health and wellbeing of residents, as well as create a thriving and 
leading leisure sector and provide an attractive outdoor environment. 

Utilisation of open spaces effectively can improve the health and wellbeing of the 
residents, reducing health inequalities. There is also an opportunity for leisure sites to 
contribute to the reduction of carbon with more energy efficient technologies, as well as 
more energy efficient buildings. There will also be opportunities to improve active 
transport, with a focus on cycling and walking. 

 Norwich City Site 
Allocations and 
Site Specific 
Policies 

The Site Allocations Plan sets out detailed policies and proposals for 73 sites in Norwich 
where new development and change is expected between now and 2026. 

The Joint Core Strategy for greater Norwich requires enough land to be identified in 
Norwich to deliver a minimum of 8,592 new dwellings between 2008 and 2026. Some of 
this housing has already been built and many housing sites already have planning 
permission. This plan allocates sites for 3,000 of these homes. 

The plan also provides for employment and mixed use development on key sites to 
support growth and regeneration. 

It includes spatial planning objectives such as ‘Objective 11: to encourage the 
development of healthy and active lifestyles’. The planning of new developments and the 
infrastructure linked to them will be a crucial part of attempts to help people live 
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healthier lifestyles e.g. by encouraging the use of sustainable transport options and open 
spaces through planning policy.  

 Norwich City 
Development 
Management 
Policies 

The Development Management Policies Local Plan (DM policies plan) sets out detailed 
planning policies to help guide and manage change and development in Norwich until 
2026. 

The policies apply across the whole city, as well as in designated areas. This includes 
areas which will generally be protected from being developed (such as open spaces and 
river valleys) and areas which will be reserved for certain kinds of development such as 
shopping and business. 

The DM policies plan builds on and supports the sustainable growth strategy for the 
wider area set out in the adopted Joint Core Strategy. It also closely follows national 
planning requirements for sustainable development and positive, community based 
planning. 

It includes spatial planning objectives such as ‘Objective 11: to encourage the 
development of healthy and active lifestyles’. The planning of new developments and the 
infrastructure linked to them will be a crucial part of attempts to help people live 
healthier lifestyles e.g. by encouraging the use of sustainable transport options and open 
spaces through planning policy.  

 Norwich City 
Supplementary 
Planning 
Documents 

Supplementary planning documents (SPDs) are produced by the city council to give 
more detail about how particular Local Plan policies should be interpreted or applied in 
practice and provide further information to guide the council’s planning decisions on 
planning applications. SPD is 'supplementary' to adopted planning policy and must be 
consistent with it – it cannot create new policies. 

Norwich City currently has 5 SPDs, including one for open space and play. The SPD is 
aimed at developers, planners, practitioners concerned with the design and maintenance 
of open spaces and play areas, play area users and user groups and other stakeholders. 
It has been prepared to enable cost effective and efficient implementation of adopted 
Norwich Local Plan policy relating to open space and playspace in new development. 

Other SPDs include landscape and trees, heritage interpretation, affordable housing and 
main town centre uses and retail frontages.  
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 Norwich River 
Wensum 
Strategy 

A new partnership has been established to develop a strategy to revitalise the River 
Wensum. The River Wensum Strategy Partnership (RWSP) is led by Norwich City Council 
working alongside the Broads Authority, Norfolk County Council, the Environment 
Agency, and the Wensum River Parkway Partnership. 

The RWSP has consulted with other stakeholders and the public to help it shape a 10 
year strategy and a 3 year action plan.  

The strategy covers the River Wensum corridor from the city council boundary at 
Hellesdon in the west to Whitlingham Country Park in the east. The vision is to: 

‘Breathe new life into the river by enhancing it for the benefit of all and in-creasing 
access to, and greater use of, this important asset. An enhanced river corridor, with its 
unique natural and historic environment, will once again play an important part in the 
growth and vitality of the city, strengthening the visitor economy and helping to give the 
city a competitive advantage in attracting in-ward investment’. 

A key strategy theme is increasing access to the river corridor, including enhancing 
connectivity with the Norfolk Trails network, and encouraging greater leisure and 
commercial use of the river itself. 

 Norwich City 
Local Football 
Facilities Plan 

The LFFP for Norwich identifies opportunities to accurately target investment in football 
facilities across the local area. The plan has identified the following projects: 

• 2 Full size 3G FTPs;  

• 21 Improved grass pitches;  

• 3 Changing rooms / pavilions/ clubhouses;  

• 5 Small sided facilities. 
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Business Plan 
2019 – 2023 

Key ambitions: 

• Delivering growth and prosperity for all 

• Delivering environmental excellence 

• Improving health and wellbeing and quality of life 

• Supporting residents and businesses to stay safe 

• Increasing financial resilience and capacity in collaboration with South Norfolk 
Council 

Health and wellbeing levels in Broadland are above average but related aims are to 
reduce health and wellbeing inequalities and reduce carbon emissions. The Council runs 
its own programmes of prevention and early intervention.  

A number of objectives are identified, more economic than health and wellbeing related 
but the sector will have a role to play in helping to achieve these economic and societal 
objectives. 

Broadland 
Growth Triangle 
Area Action Plan 
2016 

The Joint Core Strategy identified the Growth Triangle as a focus for sustainable 
development. 

Some of the challenges include delivering a minimum of 7,000 new homes by 2026, 
rising to 10,000 thereafter, protecting the amenity and identity of existing communities 
and ensuring there are good walking, cycling, public transport and road links, delivering 
the new services and facilities that will be needed by the new residents and the working 
population and providing new roads and public transport, walking and cycling links which 
ensure excellent accessibility to jobs, services and facilities across the Growth Triangle. 

The requirement for leisure facilities and open spaces will be identified in the Growth 
Triangle through this work. It will consider the growth in the area as well as the 
requirement for new services and links, including how active transport through walking 
and road links can be supported. 
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Broadland 
Neighbourhood 
Plans 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Localism Act 2011 gives local 
communities the ability to create local planning policies within what is called a 
Neighbourhood Plan. 

Neighbourhood Plans are produced by the local parish or town council or, in cases where 
there is no such body, a properly constituted neighbourhood forum. Neighbourhood 
Plans allow local people to influence future changes in their area by setting out policies 
to help get the right type of development for their community but the plans must still 
meet the needs of the wider area. 

Broadland has 14 areas with adopted neighbourhood plans and a further 7 areas where 
the plans are in progress.  

We have reviewed these plans. They do not generally contain significant detail on sport 
and leisure facilities beyond general policies to maintain and increase access and some 
specific small local facility development schemes. There are lots of related local policies 
that link into opportunities for people to lead a more active life e.g. through making 
areas more bike and pedestrian friendly and increasing public transport.  

The importance of increasing transport and connectivity and retaining local community 
facilities such as community halls is apparent in these documents. 

Broadland 
Development 
Management 
DPD 

This document guides planning officers and applicants on how planning is decided upon 
in Broadland.  

The Recreation and Leisure section sets out a commitment to providing sporting and 
recreation facilities as well as a multi-functional green infrastructure network. 
Developing healthy lifestyles through walking, cycling and access to green spaces and 
the countryside comes through as a key theme.  

Broadland Site 
Allocations DPD 

This document identifies areas of land in Broadland for specific types of development. 
For example, housing, employment, retail and recreation.  
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Recreational 
Provision in 
Residential 
Development 
SPD 

This document enables developers and landowners to calculate the requirement for 
recreational space in new developments. A standard is set of 2.02 hectares per 1,000 
population which equates to 20.2sqm of formal recreational space per person. This is 
broken down into 3.4sqm of children’s play space and 16.8sqm of sports provision. In 
respect of informal recreational provision, 4 hectares per 1,000 population is set or 
40sqm per person.  

West Broadland 
Green 
Infrastructure 
Project Plan 

This Project Plan identifies opportunities to enhance and develop ‘green infrastructure’ in 
the western area of Broadland, for the benefit of residents and wildlife. 

The aim is to identify a series of green infrastructure project opportunities across the 
western area of Broadland District which will enhance local recreational opportunities for 
residents of the area and provide enhanced habitats and connectivity for local wildlife 
populations. 

Objectives: 

• Establish new, accessible green spaces at a local level, for the benefit of local 
residents and wildlife. 

• Enhance existing local green spaces, in terms of their recreational offer and their 
biodiversity value. 

• Enhance connectivity between green spaces and settlements by establishing and 
enhancing green corridors. 

• Contribute to the development of the network of strategic, secondary green corridors 
that branch off from the Marriott’s Way Primary GI Corridor. 

• Reduce visitor pressure on regional, European-designated sites by providing 
attractive, local recreation opportunities. 

The projects identified are mainly focussed on the creation and protection of green 
corridors and greenways.  
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East Broadland 
Green 
Infrastructure 
Project Plan 

This Green Infrastructure (GI) study and project plan focuses on the East Broadland 
area, primarily between Great Plumstead and Acle and the surrounding settlements 
within the Broadland District Boundary. 

To address the existing and growing requirements for housing in the Norfolk area, in 
particular the Norwich Policy Area (NPA), the 2026 Housing Commitment for the 
Broadland District area agreed by the Greater Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) 
has been set for 12,704-13,094 new homes (JCS, 2014), in which a proportion falls 
within the East Broadland area. As a result, green infrastructure has a vital role in 
providing for and enhancing the new and existing links and green spaces for people and 
wildlife.  

It includes 16 potential projects including walking trails and cycle loops.  

Broadland Local 
Football 
Facilities Plan 
(LFFP) 

The plan has identified the need for: 

• 5 full size 3G Football Turf Pitches (FTP) 

• 28 improved grass pitches 

• 4 changing rooms / pavilion / clubhouse new builds or improvements 

• 1 small sided facility. 

When each priority project is in a position to proceed, pre-application support will be 
provided by the Football Foundation and the Norfolk County FA. 

This identifies football demand led capital projects developed by the Football Foundation 
and the Norfolk FA that will be incorporated into any updated strategy. 
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South Norfolk 
Leisure Strategy 
2018 - 2021 

Vision 

In order to get more residents of South Norfolk more active more often, to improve 
health and well-being and reduce health inequalities, a particular focus is required on 
promoting the inactive to become active, and therefore a whole systems approach is 
required focussing more on the needs of individuals and communities rather than any 
particular type of activity. 

Strategic Overview 
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Three key aims: 

Aim 1 - Health, Well Being and Early Help  

Over the next 3 years we will: 

• Maximise engagement in leisure services via Community Connectors, Social 
Prescribing and Early Help Hub. 

• Focus on improving health priorities; low level mental health issues and dementia; 
falls prevention; worklessness and obesity. 

• Identify partnership working to increase inactivity and potential regional and national 
funding opportunities. 

This will be by: 

• Targeting services to support key areas of the district and communities who suffer 
from the ill effects of an unhealthy and inactive lifestyle  

• Developing services to help support some of our most vulnerable residents and 
communities who suffer long term conditions, to help maintain independence  

• Engagement and collaboration with partners to deliver health and wellbeing 
initiatives 

Aim 2 - Economic Growth, Productivity and Prosperity 

Over the next 3 years we will: 

• Review all suppliers and renegotiate/re-tender where appropriate to obtain best 
value 

• Identify opportunities to avoid membership saturation either through widening 
marketing opportunities once the local market is saturated or removing barriers due 
to infrastructure (i.e. car parking) via partnership working and re-design of existing 
premises  

• Ensure leisure opportunities are reflective of housing growth and business 
development. 
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This will be by: 

• Generating an operational return to SNC to contribute to wider SNC priorities. 

Aim 3 - Place, Communities and Environment 

Over the next 3 years we will: 

• Develop and make sustainable satellite operations e.g. High Schools in the District, 
Ketts Park in line with our financial principles. 

• Work with schools, town and parish councils and other partners across the district to 
maximise utilisation, access and profitability of existing community assets, where it 
meets our strategic objectives. 

• Work with regional and national partners to develop opportunities for South Norfolk 
residents to access national and regional sporting events i.e. UEA Sports park. 

This will be by: 

• Ensuring a leisure service which is appropriate to and can be accessed by all sections 
of the community 

• SNC will work with partners to aim to ensure that there is a Leisure offer appropriate 
proportionate to communities across SNC, to help as many of our population become 
active.  In doing this, our order of priority of preference will be: 

a. Steer the community towards existing provisions and work with partners to 
make sure they is accessible 

b. Develop capacity in the community sector to help establish self-sustaining 
leisure solutions.  

c. Where there is a gap in the market, look at options to provide. 

• We will work with partners to ensure that a leisure offer is a consideration of any 
major development or population growth in the district. 
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Continual improvement of health and safety protection for all staff and residents both 
within the leisure centres and the community to ensure we meet legal compliance to 
support strategic and operational management of activities. 

A key document that will contribute towards the plan, this outlines South Norfolk’s 
leisure strategy to improve health and well-being and reduce health inequalities. 
Positively, there is a clear vision towards the current thinking around health and 
wellbeing and not just a focus on the requirements for built leisure facilities. There is a 
clear key drive to work collaboratively with partners, especially creating links with health 
colleagues. 

SNC Corporate 
Plan 2016 – 
2020 

Vision 

To retain and improve the quality of life and prosperity of South Norfolk, for now and 
future generations, to make it one of the best places to live and work in the country.  

Ambition 

To be recognised as a respected and ambitious local authority, innovating to help 
communities thrive by actively shaping services to meet today’s and tomorrow’s need.  

Corporate Priorities 

There are three corporate priority areas where they will focus their resources and 
efforts: 

• Economic Growth, Productivity and Prosperity - Providing the conditions to 
stimulate growth, productivity and prosperity, sharing the benefits of growth with 
our communities. 

• Health, Well-being and Early Help - Proactively working with communities to 
provide help at the earliest opportunity and enhancing the health and well-being of 
our residents 

• Place, Communities and Environment - Improving the quality of life of our 
communities and enhancing the built and natural environment in our towns and 
villages. 

The key aims under the health, wellbeing and early help priority are: 
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• Encouraging our residents to live healthy and active lives. 

• Supporting those people in our communities who need our help the most 

• Working as part of communities to proactively provide early help. 

• Helping our older and vulnerable residents to stay independent and in their own 
homes for longer. 

Specific focus areas include investment in leisure centres, reducing childhood obesity, 
early age exercise, dementia, carers and independent living. There is also a key drive to 
increase prevention of poor health at an early stage. 

The sector and related services can also play a key role in delivering the aims under the 
other two corporate priorities e.g. developing businesses, jobs and skills, 
apprenticeships, supporting market town viability, reductions in crime and anti-social 
behaviour, increase in use of open spaces, reducing environmental impact and working 
with the voluntary sector.  

A series of KPIs associated with the measurement of the delivery of these priorities and 
outcomes would have enhanced the plan.  

South Norfolk 
Corporate Plan - 
Annual Business 
Plan 2019-20 

Corporate Theme - Health Well Being and Early Help 

Encouraging our residents to live healthy and active lives 

• H1 – Reducing Health Inequalities - Explore best use of South Norfolk community 
assets and data/intelligence to increase the levels of residents who are physically 
active. 

• H2 - Develop Community Leisure Offering – Continue to develop a framework to 
provide or run leisure services at community facilities such as schools and 
community centres, where the opportunities arise, and commercial and social value 
is demonstrable. 

• H2 - Develop Community Leisure Offering – Advertise to all local clubs and the local 
community to create awareness of opportunities and range of options to build a 
viable and sustainable programme of activities at community centres. Liaise with 
Schools to enhance community access and use. Utilise current Leisure Centre 
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programme demands to kick start demand and delivery with cross bookings and 
contacts. 

• H4 -  Efficient and safe operational delivery of the Leisure Centres and Community 
Leisure offerings - Ensure the centres and services are extensively marketed to 
encourage residents to utilise the facilities reaching as many people as possible, by 
ensuring we develop a targeted marketing and delivery strategy to support the 
wider leisure strategy. 

• H4 - Efficient and safe operational delivery of the Leisure Centres and Community 
Leisure offerings - Monitor the fitness classes and swim programmes to maximise 
usage, balancing the programme to ensure there is something for all ages and 
abilities, making changes when demand reduces. This will ensure that as many 
people participate in activity as is possible and helps maintain the viability of the 
Centres. 

• H4 - Efficient and safe operational delivery of the Leisure Centres and Community 
Leisure offerings - Enhance the membership packages with new benefits and 
changes to price, package and added value to compete as a market leader. 
Increasing the effectiveness of the learn to swim programme getting more children 
/ adults swimming as soon and as often as possible. 

• H5 - Development of the Leisure Portfolios Offering - Encourage participation from 
all parts of our community to encourage residents to keep fit and healthy. Work 
closely with Broadland District Council Officers to encourage both good practice and 
positive health and leisure initiatives and outcomes for residents of both Districts. 

• H5 - Development of the Leisure Portfolios Offering - Continue to develop targeted 
offers to support those with dementia and to contribute towards falls prevention, 
social isolation and maximising resident independence. 

• H5 - Development of the Leisure Portfolios Offering - Continue to build links with the 
Help Hub through the development and delivery of projects which seek to engage 
with and provide services to customers who do not access our existing leisure 
offers. 

Linked to the Corporate Plan, there is clear identification of the need to invest in the 
local leisure services in order to improve the health and reduce inequalities in South 
Norfolk and this is positive for the District. There is also contributions towards 
prevention in the area. 
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Development 
Management 
Policies 

This document forms part of a set of documents that together constitute a Local Plan for 
the future development of the area. The Development Management Policies determine 
how the Council carries out its development management responsibilities to promote 
sustainable development and how it determines planning applications. 

Site Specific 
Allocations and 
Policies 
Document 

The Site Specific Allocations and Policies Document is part of the South Norfolk Local 
Plan. Guided by the Joint Core Strategy, it designates areas of land to deliver housing, 
employment, recreation, open spaces and community uses. Together with the other 
documents that make up the Development Plan it is used to assess planning applications 
and guide development proposals to ensure the delivery of high quality sustainable 
developments across South Norfolk. 

The main South Norfolk growth areas identified are: 

• Wymondham: at least 2200 dwellings and related elements  

• Hethersett: at least 1000 dwellings and related elements 

• Cringleford: at least 1200 dwellings and related elements 

• Long Stratton: at least 1800 dwellings to ensure the delivery of a Long Stratton 
bypass, and other related elements 

• Easton/Costessey: depending on capacity expansion of the A47 Longwater junction, 
at least 1000 dwellings and enhanced local services (and other related elements). 

Wyndham Area 
Action Plan 

Area Action Plans (AAP’s) provide the planning framework for places where significant 
change or conservation is needed. South Norfolk Council has prepared an AAP for 
Wymondham because of the amount of new development that will take place in the town 
between 2008 and 2026. 

The JCS identifies Wymondham for growth of at least 2,200 new houses, up to 20 
hectares of employment land and improved services and facilities including expansion of 
the town centre, enhanced public transport and new education provision.  The JCS also 
refers to retaining the open land to the north and north-east of the town towards 
Hethersett, protecting the historic setting of the town and abbey and providing extensive 
levels of green infrastructure to create a ‘Kett’s Country’ pastoral landscape. 
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There are a number of recreation objectives around improving the health, wellbeing and 
quality of life of local residents including improving the accessibility of open space and 
the countryside and providing more sport and recreation facilities. 

Long Stratton 
Area Action Plan 

The JCS identifies Long Stratton for growth of at least 1,800 new dwellings and 
employment opportunities, and importantly states that the development in Long 
Stratton is required to deliver a new bypass for the village, alongside other 
infrastructure.  The JCS also refers to the need to enhance the centre of the village, with 
environmental improvements, traffic management and expanded services, in order to 
raise the perception of Long Stratton from a large village to a small town. 

In terms of recreation objectives, the health, wellbeing and quality of life of local 
residents will be improved and the sense of community that already exists within the 
village will be maintained and enhanced by protecting existing public open space and 
providing new recreation and community facilities to support existing and new 
development. Walking and cycling routes within the new developments will link with 
existing networks and provide access to both the town centre and surrounding 
countryside.  

South Norfolk 
Neighbourhood 
Plans 

Only three areas (Cringleford, Easton, Mulbarton) have adopted Neighbourhood Plans 
although seven others areas are working towards this aim. The neighbourhood plans are 
mainly limited in scope with regards to sport and leisure facilities although do highlight 
the importance of local village / community halls and outdoor sports facilities. 

South Norfolk 
Open Space SPD 

This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) sets out guidance for the provision, 
adoption and future maintenance of outdoor recreational facilities directly needed as a 
result of new residential development across South Norfolk. This space includes 
children’s playspace as well as formal and informal recreational open space for older 
children and adults. 

Developments proposing 15 residential units or more will be expected to provide play 
and recreation space and informal recreational space in accordance with the criteria set 
out within this SPD. 

South Norfolk 
Place-Making 
Guide SPD 

The purpose of the South Norfolk Place-Making Guide Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) is to promote and secure high quality design in new development 
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within South Norfolk. It also makes clear what the Council expects when deciding 
planning applications. 

The guide is applicable to all new development with the exception of alterations and 
extensions to existing properties, and design in the historic environment (listed buildings 
and conservation areas). It sets out a number of design principles based on recognised 
best practice and explains the key requirements that the Council will take into 
consideration when assessing proposals for new development. 

Community Facilities and Public Spaces are covered in this document which play an 
important role in helping people to get active.  

South Norfolk 
Health and Well 
Being Strategy 
2018-2021 

The four priority areas identified and how the Council will support relevant to leisure are 
identified below. 

• Frailty and falls - We will work with partners to identify our older and frail 
residents, many of whom are at risk of a fall to make sure they have access to all 
available support. We will develop and deliver preventative supervised activities that 
will work to reduce the number of falls in the district and help our population 
maintain independence, reducing the need for health and social care services. 

- Using our Leisure Service GP Referral Scheme to enable access to suitable leisure 
activities to maintain health and mobility 

- Using our leisure services, communities’ teams and community spaces to keep 
adults of working age healthy and active, helping prevent ill health in later life. 

• Employment and Aspirations - Recognising the health and wellbeing benefits of 
being in employment, we will support our residents to sustain employment and 
inspire our young people to achieve. We encourage and support businesses to offer 
opportunities in South Norfolk such as employment, apprenticeships and training 
which will foster a strong labour market and workforce. We will lead by example by 
promoting health and wellbeing in our own workforce, in addition to working with 
partners such as Public Health and Active Norfolk in local and national workplace 
health initiatives. 

- Increasing employment opportunities and apprenticeships by increasing economic 
activity across South Norfolk 
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- Continuing to develop job and career opportunities through our Economic 
Development team by attracting business into the South Norfolk area 

• Activity and Health Living - Using strategic and operational data to identify how 
active our population are and how well they are living allows us to ensure all our 
residents are supported to be active in their communities. We will work within our 
own services and with our partners to create resilience within our communities to 
enable them to be able to self-manage their health and wellbeing where possible, 
with the knowledge of where to escalate issues that require more support when 
necessary.  

- Close working between the Early Help Hub and leisure services to identify 
opportunities to encourage children and families to increase their levels of activity 
in the community  

- Continuing and building upon our leisure services targeted at younger people, 
such as Kids Camp and Swim School, to encourage younger people into activity   

- Increasing the levels of community provision through both informal and formal 
methods of activity including roaming leisure classes, active trails and playground 
equipment 

- Improving access to leisure services, in line with the SNC Leisure Strategy. 

- Working with our local and national sports organisations to increase participation 
in sport. 

• Mental Wellbeing - Mental wellbeing has a significant impact on our residents’ 
wellbeing and demand for our services. As a council we see the impact poor mental 
wellbeing can have on our residents and how easily mental health issues can 
escalate to crisis. Through our various services, we are able to identify residents at 
risk of poor mental wellbeing, such as residents in debt or victims of antisocial 
behaviour and noise complaints. Our strength is dealing with low-level mental health 
issues preventing escalation and signposting more clinical mental health issues to 
partners who specialise in this area of support. 

- Providing agreed alternatives to medication for professionals to refer into, e.g. 
leisure classes, walking groups, etc 
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- Increasing the number of social prescribing interventions relating to mental 
health. 

A refresh of this strategy may be required in the near future; however, this document 
identifies links with the leisure strategy with the four priority areas, showing positive 
signs of collaborative working in South Norfolk. 

South Norfolk 
Economic Growth 
Strategy 2016-
2021 

Aims 

• Address key economic and labour market issues impacting on economic growth 
within South Norfolk and Greater Norwich. 

• Provide the right conditions, support and infrastructure to allow businesses to start-
up, grow and invest. 

• Create more employment and training opportunities for local people. 

• Leverage greater levels of funding and investment into South Norfolk. 

• Maximise economic and community benefits to South Norfolk residents as a result of 
growth. 

Any future facilities or assets will contribute to boosting the local economy. There is 
likely to be a role for sport, leisure and physical activity in the economic growth of South 
Norfolk. 

South Norfolk 
Local Football 
Facilities Plan 
(LFFP) 

The plan has identified the need for: 

• 4 full size 3G Football Turf Pitches (FTP) 

• 32 improved grass pitches 

• 4 changing rooms / pavilion / clubhouse new builds or improvements 

• 1 small sided facility. 

When each priority project is in a position to proceed, pre-application support will be 
provided by the Football Foundation and the Norfolk County FA. 
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This identifies football demand led capital projects developed by the Football Foundation 
and the Norfolk FA that will be incorporated into any updated strategy. 
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The Broads Authority was set up in 1989 as a statutory body with a duty to manage the 
Broads, a member of the UK national parks family. The designated Broads Authority 
Executive Area covers parts of Norfolk and North Suffolk. 

The vision is that by 2036 the Broads will be a place where: 

• The natural environment and the beneficial goods, services and cultural values it 
provides, from food and energy to landscape character and recreation, are in good 
condition, are used fairly and sustainably, and are valued by society. In particular, 
the precious nature of clean, fresh water as a fundamental resource is understood 
and respected by all.   

• The past and present importance of the waterways for navigation, biodiversity and 
recreation is recognised and cherished, and the asset is protected, maintained and 
enhanced. Wildlife flourishes and habitats are maintained, restored, expanded and 
linked effectively to other ecological networks. Land and water are managed in an 
integrated way, with local and landscape scale management creating resilience and 
enabling flexible approaches to meet changing environmental, economic and social 
needs.   

• This living, working, ‘big skies’ landscape is notable for its natural beauty, distinctive 
local character and historic significance. People of all ages, abilities and 
circumstances experience and enjoy it as a place of escape, adventure, enjoyment, 
work, learning and tranquillity, and as a source of national pride and identity. 
Sustainable living can be seen in action and there is a buoyant rural economy. Local 
communities are taking an active part in decisions about their future and are known 
for having been pivotal in the transformation to a low carbon, ‘climate-smart’ 
society.   

• The Broads National Park will be forever recognised as fundamental to our prosperity 
and to our mental and physical health and wellbeing. It will be forever treasured as a 
place that provides a “breathing space for the cure of souls”. 

Development that would result in the loss of existing sport, recreational, allotment or 
amenity open space will only be permitted if it can be demonstrated:  

i. There is an excess of recreational or amenity open space in the catchment area (in 
and out of the Broads) and the proposed loss will not result in a current or likely shortfall 
during the plan period; or  
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ii. The proposal is for ancillary development on an appropriate portion of the open space 
which enhances the recreational facilities and their setting; or  

iii. The open space which would be lost as a result of the proposed development would 
be replaced prior to the commencement of the development by an open space of 
equivalent or better quality and equivalent or greater quantity, in an equally accessible 
and convenient location subject to equivalent or better management arrangements 
which continue to meet the needs of the existing community; and  

iv. The proposal would not cause significant harm to the amenity or biodiversity value of 
the open space. 

In terms of new provision, the Broads Authority will have regard to the approach and/or 
standards set by the relevant constituent district council. Any contribution will need to 
be towards a specific deliverable scheme, in consultation with the relevant parish or 
district council and having regard to the developer contributions policy in this document. 
The contribution will be required to name a specific scheme (site and type of provision). 
Open space provision may also be required to reduce recreation pressure on sensitive 
designated wildlife sites.  

Sustainable transport, green infrastructure, tourism, sustainable development, sailing 
and protecting the environment are key themes as would be expected.  

Consideration for the impact of sport, leisure and physical activity including the 
development of any new facilities must be in line with the Local Plan. 
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GNGB- Greater Norwich Growth Board 
IDB- Infrastructure Delivery Board 
DOG- Delivery Officers Group 
SSIG- Sports Strategy Implementation Group 
GNPT- Greater Norwich Project Team 
GNLP- Greater Norwich Local Plan 
 
(FMG- Consultants who undertook the initial scoping of works exercise) 
 
1. Summary  
 
The decision-making process for this strategy work will sit within the existing groups 
and governance structure that support the GNGB. The FMG report suggests the 
establishment of a specific Steering Group to direct this work, but Greater Norwich 
already has an established cross authority decision making structure. Enhancing 
these pre-existing governance arrangements will be less resource heavy and will 
also add greater value, because partnership working is established. 
 
The FMG report highlights that a clear case can be made for the role that sport and 
physical activity can play, as a cross-cutting enabler across a range of the wider 
strategic outcomes. The outputs of this strategy work will be: 
 

• Framework of cross thematic outcomes. 
• Needs analysis- to include an update to the existing playing pitch and built 

facilities strategy. 
• Greater Norwich Sport and Physical Activity Strategy- which will incorporate 

facility and service interventions. 
 
 

2. Membership 
 
Membership of the GNGB, IDB and DOG will continue as already established.  
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The SSIG will continue to be chaired by Active Norfolk and include both thematic and 
planning officers but will benefit from the addition of a senior health professional to 
support the widening breadth of the strategy work. 
 
Membership can change as the work progresses. 
 
 
3. Roles and Responsibilities 
 
GNGB  

• Review the scope of the strategy work and instruct its delivery. 
• Agree the GNGBs funding contribution.  

 
IDB 

• Present the proposal for a comprehensive review of the sport and physical 
activity strategy to the GNGB. 

• Refine and approve the tender specification draft as prepared by the SSIG. 
• Instruct the appointment of a consultant, as recommended by the SSIG.  
• Encourage broad collaboration and participation in the strategy review.  
• Have oversight of the SSIG.  

SSIG 
• Develop the tender specification draft, as prepared by FMG. 
• Progress and oversee the tender process. 
• Collaborate with and support the appointed consultant. 
• Review progress in accordance with the strategy review delivery plan. 
• Report Progress directly to the IDB and DOG. 

 
DOG 

• Input to and support the strategy work. 
 
GNPT 

• Facilitate the progression of the strategy work and meetings of all groups. 
• Support the appointed consultant. 

 
4.  Frequency of Meetings 
 
The GNGB, IDB and DOG will continue with their pre-arranged meeting schedules.  
 
The Sports Strategy Implementation Group will meet at least six times a year, 
aligning with the required decision points in the strategic review. 
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